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seller within approximately the same period of time . Actual competition jn
the sale of the seller s goods may then be inferred even though one or both
of the customers have other outlets which are not in geographical proximity

to outlets of the other customer.

While we do not comment on other issues involved
aminer s

in the ex-

violate

findings that the remaining suppliers did not

Section 2(d) of the amended Clayton Act when making payments
to respondent , our silence is not to be construed as approval of the
findings themselves or of the legal standards used in reaching

these findingsFor the aforementioned reasons , an order wil issue closing the

proceedings. Should it appear that violations similar to those dealt
with by the evidence herein have not been surely stopped , thus
indicating that our conclusions with respect to respondent' s good
faith are misplaced , the Commission will reopen the proceeding
and utilize the record as presently constituted together with the

evidence of such future violations as a basis for further proceedings
and , if appropriate , the issuance of an order to cease and desist.
FINAL ORDER
This matter having been heard by the Commission on appeal of

counsel supporting the complaint from the initial decision

of the

hearing examiner dismissing the complaint , and upon briefs and

argument in support thereof and in opposition thereto ,

and the

Commission having concluded for the reasons stated in the accompanying opinion that the proceeding should be closed without the

issuance of an order to cease and desist:
I t is ordered That the proceeding be , and

it hereby is ,

closed.

IN THE MATTER OF

V BUILDERS, INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- 1003.

Complaint , Oct. 20, 1965- Decision , Oct . 20 , 1965

Consent order requiring a St. Louis , Mo. , residential siding and roofing

company to cease making deceptive savings and guarantee claims and
other misrepresentations in advertisements , as indicated in the order

below.
l 329 F. 2d

"t 708.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the
Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that IeBuilders , Inc. , a corporation , and Seymour Halpern , Harold Halpern , and Melvin Halpern , individually and as officers of said
corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have violated
the provisions of said Act and it appearing to the Commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges

in that respect as

follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. K- V

Builders , Inc. , is a corporation organized
existing' and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Missouri , with its principal office and place of business
located at 5555 Manchester Street , in the city of St. Louis , State
of Missouri.

Respondents Seymour Halpern , Harold Halpern , and Melvin

Halpern are officers of the corporate respondent. They formulate
direct and control the acts and practices of the corporate respond-

ent , inc1uding the aets and practices hereinafter set forth. Their
address is the same as that of the corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the advertising, offering for sale, sale and dis-

tribution of residential siding, roofing and other products to the
public.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business ,

now cause , and for some time last
products , when sold , to be shipped

respondents

past have caused , their said
from their place of business

in the State of Missouri to purchasers thereof located in various

other States of the United States , and maintain , and at all times
mentioned herein have maintained , a substantial course of trade
in said products in commerce , as j' commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business , and for the
purpose of inducing the purchase of their products , respondents

have , by statements and representations in advertisements in various publications , in direct mail advertising, and by direct oral

solicitations made by respondents or their salesmen or representatives , represented , directly or by implication:
(1) That purchasers who agree to allow the use of their homes
for display or advertising purposes after the installation of re-

spondents ' products will receive a special discount or reduced price
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from respondents ' usual and regular price and thereby be afforded
a saving.

(2) That purchasers who agree to allow the use of their homes
for display or advertising purposes wil receive a bonus for each
sale made or prospect furnished as a result of such use.

(3 That purchasers can be assured of receiving enough bonus

money from the use of their homes

to reimburse them for all ,

as models or display homes

or a great part , of the cost of their

purchase.
(4) That

siding material sold by respondent wil never

need

painting and never require maintenance.

(5) That aluminum

siding materials sold by respondents are

manufactured by Alcoa ,

Kaiser or Reynolds Aluminum Companies.

(6) That respondents are manufacturers or that their salesmen

aTe representatives of various advertising companies or manufacturers.
(7) That respondents '

products , and the application or installa-

tion of them , are unconditionally guaranteed.
(8) That free merchandise or gifts will be given to persons

complying with certain conditions , such as listening to a salesman
purchasing an aluminum siding job , or the like.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact:
(1) Respondents do not have a

regular price at which their

products or services are openly and actively offered for sale in
good faith , for a reasonably substantial period of time , in the
recent , regular course of their business , but the prices charged

for their said merchandise Of services differ from customer to customer in order to meet the exigencies of a particular prospective
sale ,

and respondents do not afford a saving from an established

price to purchasers to whom such inductions are offered. In fact
respondents seldom , if ever , actually use the homes of their purchasers for display or advertising purposes , and representations

tha t such homes would be so used were made for the purpose of

inducing a sale of respondents '
(2) Respondents do not
of their customers '

products or services.

provide a bona fide plan for the use

homes for display or advertising purposes , but

make such representations for the purpose

of inducing the purchase of respondents ' products or services. Respondents seldom
if ever , actually use their customers ' homes as display or model

homes , and in rare cases where such homes may be so used ,

cus-

tomers do not receive the bonuses in accordance with respondents
promises and representations.
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(3) Purchasers do not

receive enough , if any, bonus money to

offset the cost of their purchases-

(4) Products sold by respondent will require painting and

maintenance.
(5) Aluminum

siding sold by respondents is not manufactured

by either Alcoa , Kaiser or Reynolds Aluminum Company.
(6) Respondents are not manufacturers ,

nor are they or their

salesmen , representatives of advertising companies or manufacturers.
(7) Respondents ' guarantee is not unconditional , and it fails
to set forth the nature and extent of the guarantee , and the manner
in which the guarantor wil perform thereunder.

(8) Respondents do not give gifts or free merchandise to persons
in accordance with their promises or offers , but use such offers
and promises as a means of obtaining names of prospective purchasers of their products.

Therefore ,

the statements and representations as set forth in

Paragraph Four hereof were and are false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 6. In the conduct of their business and at al1 times mentioned herein , respondents have been in competition , in commerce
with corporations ,

firms and individuals in the sale of residential
siding, roofing and other products , of the same general kind and

nature as that sold by respondents.

PAR. 7 . The use by the respondents of the aforesaid false

misleading and deceptive statements , representations and practices
had , and now has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members

of the purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that said statements and representations were and are true and
into the purchase of substantial quantities or respondents ' products
hy reason of said erroneous and mistakcn belief.
PAR. 8. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents ,
in al1eged

as here-

, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public

and of respondents '

competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation of Section

5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation

of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption hereof ,

and the respondents having been furnished thereafter

with a copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Deceptive
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Practices proposed to present to the Commission for its considerawould charge re-

tion and which , if issued by the Commission ,

spondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the respondents of a11 the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not con-

stitute an admission by

the respondents that the law has been

violated as al1eged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission

s rules; and

The Commission , having reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the Federal Trade Commission Act , and having

determined that complaint should issue stating its charges in that
respect , hereby issues its complaint , accepts said agreement , makes
the fo11owing jurisdictional findings and enters the fo11owing order:

1. Respondent K- V Builders ,

Inc. , is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of Missouri , with its office and principal place of business
located at 5555 Manchester Street , in the city of St. Louis , State

of Missouri.
Respondents Seymour Halpern , Harold Halpern and Melvin Hal-

pern are officers of said corporation and their address is the same
as that of said corporation.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the sub-

ject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is in the public in terest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondents K- V Builders , Inc. , a corporation
and its officers , and Seymour Halpern , Harold Halpern , and Melvin
Halpern , individually and as officers of said corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents , and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , in connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution of residential siding, roofing,

in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

or other products ,

1. Representing directly or by implication ,

that:

(a) Merchandise or services are sold at a discount or

reduced price ,

unless such price constitutes a reduction

from an actual bona fide price at which the merchandise
or services have been offered for sale to the public , for a
reasonably substantial period of time , in the recent regu

, "
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lar course of respondents ' business , or misrepresenting,
in any manner , the savings available to purchasers or
prospective purchasers of respondents ' merchandise or

services.
(b) Purchasers wi1 receive bonuses or other compen-

sation , unless respondents provide an opportunity or program whereby customers can qualify for such bonuses or
other compensation , and provide such bonuses or com-

pensation , in every instance ,

to those qualifying therefor.

(c) Purchasers wi1 receive enough bonus money from

the use of their homes as models to offset the cost of respondents ' merchandise , or misrepresenting in any manner the compensation realized by purchasers under respondents ' bonus program.
(d) Aluminum siding sold by rcspondents is manuKaiser or Reynolds Aluminum Com-

factured by Alcoa ,

panies unless respondents are able to establish the truth
of any such representation , or misrepresenting in any way
the identity of the manufacturer or source of any of respondents ' products.
(e) That the products sold by respondents wi1 never
require painting or maintenance , or misrepresenting in

any manner the

efficacy, durability or efficiency of re-

spondents ' products.
(I) Respondents are representatives of advertising

companies or that they are manufacturers or representatives of manufacturers.
(g) That any of respondents ' products
job" or installations are guaranteed , unless the nature and extent
of the guarantee , the identity of the guarantor ,

and the

manner in which the guarantor wi1 perform thereunder
are dearly and conspicuously disdosed.

2. Using the word " free " or any other word or words of

similar import or meaning in connection with sale , offering for
sale or distribution of respondents ' products or services , in

advertisments or other offers to the public , as descriptive of
an article of merchandise, or service:
(a) When aU the conditions , obligations , or other prere-

quisites to the receipt and retention of the " free "

article

of merchandise or service offered are not dearly and conspicuously set forth at the outset so as to leave no rea-

sonable probability that the terms of the offer might be
misunderstood.
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with respect to any articJe of merchandise

or service required to be purchased in order to obtain

the " free "

article or service

, the offerer either (i) in-

creases the ordinary and usual price of such merchandise
or service or (ii) reduces the quaJity or (iii) reduces the
quantity or size thereof.
3. Offering gift merchandise to persons complying with certain conditions unless , in every instance ,

such merchandise is

given to the persons complying with such conditions.
It is further ordered That the respondents herein shaD , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , fie with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

DIPLOMAT HAIR GOODS COMPANY ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- IO04.

Complaint. Oct. 20 , 1965

Consent order requiring a \Vaukegan .

Ill. .

necision. Oct . 20 , 1965

dealer ill hair pieces , wigs and

toupees to cease falsely advertising the qua1ity, construction and ap-

pearance of its products ,

misrepresentirlg to pr.spective salesmen the

terms of their employment , and disseminating such false advertising

matter in the United States mails.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the

Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Diplomat
Hair Goods Company, a corporation , and Earl H. Martin and Hope
S. Martin , individually and as officers of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as respondents , have vioJated the provisions of said
Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it
in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues
its complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent

Diplomat Hair Goods Company is a

corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and by
virtue of tho Jaws of State of I1inois , with its principal office and

place of business located at 2425 West Washington Street in the
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city of Waukegan , State of Ilinois. Said corporation has done and
is doing business under its own name and also under the name The
Diplomat Company.
Respondents Earl H. Martin and Hope S. Martin are officers
of the corporate respondent. They formulate , direct , and control
the acts and practices of the corporate respondent , inc1uding the

acts and practices hereinafter set forth. Their address is the same
as that of the corporate respondent.

PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have
been , engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution of hair pieces , wigs , and toupees which come within the
c1assification of cosmetics as " cosmetics " are defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 3. Respondents cause the said hair pieces , wigs , and toupees
when sold , to be transported from their place of business in the
State of Ilinois to purchasers thereof located in various other
States of the United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have main-

tained ,

a substantial course of trade in said hair pieces ,

wigs , and

toupees in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal

Trade Commission Act. The volume of business in such commerce
has been and is substantial.
PAR. 4. In the conduct of their business ,

at an times mentioned
herein , respondents have been in substantial competition , in com-

merce with corporations , firms and individuals in the sale of hair
pieces , wigs and toupees of the same general kind and nature as
that sold by respondents.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business ,

respondents

have disseminated , and caused the dissemination of certain advertisements concerning the said hair pieces , wigs and toupees
by the United States mails and by various means in commerce

as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
including but not limited to , advertisements inserted in newspapers
pamphlets , and brochures , for the purpose of inducing and which

were likely to induce directly or indirectly the purchase of said
hair pieces , wigs and toupees; and have disseminated and caused

the dissemination of , advertisements concerning said products by

various means ,

including but not limited to the aforesaid media

and oral presentations for the purpose of inducing and which were

likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of said products
in commerce , as n commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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PAR 6. Among and typical of the statements and representations
contained in said advertisementa disseminated as hereinabove set
forth are the following:

SALESMAN WANTED- Must be bald or balding, to represent The
Diplomat Co. makers of the revolutionary permanent hair piece for men.
Tremendous appeal , hundreds of leads. Full or part time on a commission
basis. Write to The Diplomat Co. , 2425 W. Washington Street , Waukegan
Illinois , 60089. EncJose photo , if possible.

BALD? RECEDING?
FEEL AND LOOK YEARS YOUNGER 11\ SECONDS WITH A DIP-

LOMAT HAIR PIECE Revolutionary- Permanent Undetectable No Net
No Glue- Looks and Feels Like Your Own Hair! For the first time an
absolutely undetectable hair piece . Play in it-sleep in it- swim in it in

complete confidence. Completely secure , new principle allows
degree of baldness- as easy to put on as your hat.

fOT

every

PAR. 7. By and through the use of the statements and photographs appearing in said advertisements as set out in Paragraph

Six above , and by oral statements made during aUeged employment
interviews or sales presentations , and by statements and photo-

graphs appearing in pamphlets and

brochures disseminated as

aforesaid , respondents have represented and are now representing

directly or by implication that:
1. The purpose of their " Salesman Wanted" advertisements is
to obtain sales agents or representatives.

2. Sales training is provided to new sales employees or representatives , including the opportunity to observe demonstrations

by an experienced

sales representative of respondents , of the

measurement , sales , and fitting techniques employed in the sale of
hair pieces , wigs or toupees; such demonstrations being made during actual calls on prospects to induce the purchase of hair pieces
wigs or toupees.
3. All persons depicted with a full head of hair in advertising
brochures , photographs or artists ' renditions , used in sales solicitations are wearing hair pieces , wigs or toupees manufactured , offered
for sale , and sold by respondents.

4- Photographs shown on advertising brochures

or newspaper

advertisements used in sale solicitations are original , unaltered and
not retouched.

5. The hair pieces , wigs or toupees manufactured , offered for
and sold by respondents are " undetectable " and remain se-

sale ,

curely affixed and undamaged or unharmed regardless
tivity engaged in by the wearer.

of the ac-
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6. A fitting, trimming, grooming or customized hair styling will
he provided by respondents to the purchaser of a hair piece , wig
or toupee coincident with or shortly after deJivery thereof.
PAR. 8- In truth and in

fact:

offers of employment
but are made for the purpose of interesting prospects in the purchase of respondents ' hair pieces , wigs and toupees.
2. Sales training, including the opportunity to observe demon1. Such advertisements are not bona fide

strations , by an experienced sales representative of respondents
of the measurement , sales and fitting techniques employed in the
sale of hair pieces , wigs or toupees during the actual calls on prospects to induce the purchase of hair pieces , wigs Of toupees , is not
afforded in each instance to new sales employees or representatives.

3. Some of the persons

depicted with a full head of hair in

advertising brochures are not wearing hair pieces ,

wigs or toupees
manufactured , offered for sale , and sold by respondents.
4. Some photographs of persons depicted in advertising brochures as wearing hair pieces , wigs or toupees are retouched to

make the hair line appear more natural than is actually the case or
are altered to make a person with a full head of hair appear to be
bald or balding.

5. The hair pieces , wigs or toupees manufactured , offered for

sale , and sold by respondents are not " undetectable " and will not
remain securely affixed , undamaged or unharmed regardless of the

activity engaged in by the wearer.
6. A fitting, trimming, grooming, or customized hair styling is
not provided by respondents to each purchaser of a hair piece , wig
or toupee coincident with or shortly after delivery thereof.
Therefore , the representations referred to above were and are

misleading in material respects and constituted , and now constitute,
false advertisements " as that term is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

Respondents ' advertisements are misleading in a further material
respect and constitute " falsE advertisements " by reason of failure
to reveal facts material in the light of representatons made therein.
In advertising that employment as a salesman is being offered
respondents fail to reveal the material fact , that appJicants for

such positions arc required to purchase an expensive hair piece
wig or toupee before they would allegedly be considered for such

positions. Applicants for employment do not expect to be required

to make a capital investment or substantial purchase as an employment prerequisite.
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PAR. 9. The dissemination by the respondents of the false advertisements , as aforesaid , constituted , and now constitutes , unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation
tions 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

of Sec-

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation

of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the
thereBureau of
Commission for its

caption hereof , and the respondents having been furnished

after with a copy of a draft of complaint which the
Deceptive Practices proposed to present to the

consideration and which ,

if issued by the Commission , would

charge respondents with violation of the Federal Trade Commission

Act; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of
said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by the respondents that the law has been

violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and provisions
as required by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having reason to beJieve that the respondents

have violated the Federal Trade Commission Act , and having de-

termined that complaint should issue stating its charges

in that

respect , hereby issues its complaint , accepts said agreement , makes
the following jurisdictional findings and enters the fol1owing order:

1. Respondent Diplomat Hair Goods Company is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the

laws of the State of Ilinois , with its office and principal place of
business located at 2425 W. Washington Street , Waukegan , Ilinois.
Said corporation has done and is doing business under its own
name and also under the name The Diplomat Company.
Respondents Earl H. Martin and Hope S. Martin are officers

of

said corporation. Their business address is the same as that
said corporation , and their home address is 2003 Columbia Bay

Drive , Lake ViHa , Ilinois.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has

jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents ,
ing is in the pubJic interest.

and the proceed-
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ORDER

PART I

It is ordered That respondents Diplomat Hair Goods Company,
a corporation ,

trading under its own name or the name The Diplo-

mat Company, or any other name or names ,

and its officers , and
individually and as officers
respondents ' agents , representatives and

Earl H. Martin and Hope S. Martin ,
of said corporation , and

employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in
or in connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution of
hair pieces , wigs , or toupees , or other merchandise in commerce

as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Representing directly or by implication that:
(a) Employment is being offered when in fact the purpose or effect of such representation is the solicitation of
sales of such products.
(b) Employment is being offered without c1early and
conspicuously disclosing that a capital investment or a

purchase of such a product ,

or products , is required.

(c) Sales training or any form of training for employees or representatives wil be or is supplied to such

empolyees or representatives unless the respondents are
able to establish that such training is supplied in every

instance.
(d) Persons appearing in photographs used in advertising materials are wearing hair pieces , wigs , or toupees
manufactured. offered for sale , and sold by respondents

when in fact such persons are not wearing a hair piece , a
wig or a toupee manufactured , offered for sale , and sold
by respondents.

(e) Photographs or other visual depictions accurately
portray or are a faithful reproduction of the appearance
of persons wearing hair pieces , wigs or toupees unless

respondents are able to establish that such photographs or

other visual depictions have not been retouched ,

altered

or changed in any manner and that they accurately represent the appearance of such persons wearing such

products.
(I) Hair pieces ,

wigs or toupees advertised , offered for

sale , or sold are undetectable and/or remain securely affixed , undamaged , and unharmed , regardless of the ac-

tivity engaged in by the wearer.
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(g) A fitting, trimming, grooming, customized hair
styling, or any other service wil1 be provided to the purchaser of a hair piece ,

ents are able to

such services.

wig, or toupee unless the respond-

establish that each purchaser reeeives

2. Misrepresenting in any

manner the construction , quality,

or appearance of such hair pieces , wigs , or toupees.
It is further ordered

PART II
That respondents Diplomat Hair Goods

Company, a corporation , and its officers , Earl H. Martin and Hope

S. Martin , individual1y and as officers of said corporation , and
respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , in or in connection with the
offering for sale , sale or distribution of hair pieces , wigs
, or toupees
do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any adver-

tisement by means of the United States mails or by any means
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , which advertisement contains any repre-

in

sentation or misrepresentation prohibited in Paragraphs 1

and 2 of Part I of this Order.
2. Disseminating or causing the dissemination of any ad-

vertisement by any means for the purpose of inducing or which

is likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the purchase of any
wig, or toupee in commerce , as cornrnerce is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , which advertisement contains any representation or misrepresentation prohair piece ,

hibited in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Part I of this Order.

I t is further ordered That the respondents herein shal1 , within
sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , fie with
the Commission a report in wri ting setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
Ir; THE MATTER OF

JA Y NORRIS COMPANY TRADING AS NORRIS

NUTRITIONS ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- l005. Complaint ,

Oct.

Consent order requiring Lynbrook ,

1.965- Decision ,

N. Y ,

falsely in advertisements that their "

Oct.

196'5

distributors to cease representing

tabs "

vitamin- mineral preparation

..

..... .... ... ...
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was a new medical discovery with sustained release effect , and to cease
misrepresenting in any manner the effectiveness of such preparation.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the

Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Jay

Norris Company, a corporation , trading as Norris Nutritions , and
Joel N. Jacobs , Mortimer WiHiams , and Bernard Jacobs , individually and as officers of said corporation , hereinafter referred to as
respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof
would be in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating
its charges in that respect as fol1ows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Jay Norris Company is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the

laws of the State of New York with its principal office and place of

business located at 273 Merrick Road , in the city of Lynbrook
State of New York. The said corporate respondent conducts its
business under the name of Norris Nutritions.
Respondents Joel N. Jacobs , Mortimer Wil1iams and Bernard
Jacobs are officers of the corporate respondent. These individuals
formulate , direct and control the policies , acts and practices of the

corporate respondent , including the acts and practices hereinafter
set forth. The address of respondent Joel N. Jacobs is 453 Links
Drive E. , Oceanside , New York; the address of respondent Mortimer WiHiams is 72 E. Henrietta Street , Oceanside , New York;
and the address of respondent Bernard Jacobs is 1 East Broadway
Street , Long Beach , New York.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and have been for more than one

year last past , engaged in the sale and distribution of a preparation
containing ingredients which come within the classification of drugs
as the term " drug " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The designation used by respondents for said preparation , the
formula thereof and direction for use are as fol1ows:
Designation:

V - tabs

Formula:
Each Tablet Contains:
Rutin..

Para Amino Benzoic Acid.
Calcium Carbonate

Ferrous Sulfate
Vitamin B-

50
10
50
30
25

mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.

......."""",...
.. ...
..........
.. .'" ...
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Vitamin B- 2...........

12
3
1
50
500
500
500
500
500
5
3
2
10
5
S

"..

Calcium Pantothenate

Biotin.

Potassium Iodide.

Magnesium Sulfate
Manganese Sulfate
Potassium Chloride

Zinc Sulfate ....
Copper Sulfate

Inositol.
Lysine. ....
Soy Lecithin. ....
Yeast Hydrolysate

Malt Diastase.
Rose Hips Powder.
Red Bone Marrow.

. 2 mg.
10. 000 USP/u

Vitamin A

Vitamin D

1.000 USP

6 !.i.

Vitamin E ........
Vitamin B- 12

mg.
mg.
meg.
mcg.
meg.
meg.
meg.
mcg.
meg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.

USP

Alfalfa Powder.. ...
\Vatercress Powder

Parsley Powder....
Citrus Bioflavanoid Compo

Vitamin C . .... .. ..
Hesperidin Complex

Niacinamide
Soy Protein Yeast Cone.

5
500
500
500
2
150
S
75
80

meg.
meg.
meg.
mcg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.
mg.

(Providing the following

Animo Acids;)
Lysine
Cysteic Acid

Threonine
Glutamic Acid

Glysine
Cystine
Methionine
Leucine
Isoleucine

Phenylalanine
Tryptophan
Directions:

Histidine
Arginine
Aspartic Acid
Serine
Proline Acid

Alanine
Valine
K ucleic Acid

Tyrosine
Alloisolueine

Adults: 1 tablet daily or as directed by physician.

PAR. 3. Respondents cause the said preparation , when sold ,

to

be transported from their place of business in the State of New

York to purchasers thereof located in various other States 01 the
United States and in the District of Columbia. Respondents maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have maintained , a course
of trade in said preparation in commerce as " commerce " is defined
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in the Federal Trade Commssion

Act. The volume

of business in

such commerce has been and is substantia1.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their said business ,
spondents have disseminated , and caused the dissemination

re-

of

certain advertisements concerning said preparation by the United
States mails , and by various means in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , including, but not
limited to ,

circular letters and pamphlets ,

for thc purpose of in-

ducing, and which were likely to induce , directly or indirectly, the
purchase of the said preparation; and have disseminated , and

caused the dissemination of , advertisements concerning the said
preparation by various means ,

including but not limited to the

aforesaid media , for the purpose of inducing and which were likely
to induce ,

directly or indirectly, the purchase of the said preparation in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

PAR. 5. Among and typical of the statements and representations
contained in said advertisements disseminated as hereinabove set
forth are the following:

new found;' * * pep and energy, for adults and it lasts ALL DAY LONG.
tabs were developed by a leading U. . Pharmaceutical Laboratory in
answer to a crying need by millions of people like yourself. A single TABStILET power packed , with all the latest vitagenic factors proven necessary
for energy, pep, vitality, and that general feeling of youth and weJl being.
This tablet is more potent than any of the well known ordinary vitamin
preparations and it has the added , and most important feature of a11 ,
action. V -

timed

tabs are Sustained Release hulJets. This means that your tabsuJet

taken only once a day is made to slowly release its benefits over a longer
period of time (a11 day). If you suffer from a vitamin deficiency that is draining your strength , making you feel older than you realJy are , V- tabs can
help you. They can make you feel younger , more energetic , quickly, and for

a longer period of time. You begin to get the benefits
swallow the

tablet,

shortly after you

and as these hundreds of tiny multi factor pellets sJowly

dissolve in the system you continue to feel the benefits of this timed energy.
Not only for a few hours but all day, the evening through the night ,

V- tabs

work for you all the time.

this is a laboratory fresh packed sample TRY IT NOW.
Feel it begin to work-TODAY , TONIGHT , TOMORROVl. Then order
your supply of V- tabs- and begin feeling better , stronger , more energetic,
from now on. We have so much faith in this brand new . scientific laboratory
discovery that we have gone to the expense of sending out hundreds of
these laboratory fresh samples for people just like you to try. Just you try
the sample tabsuJet right now. Se8 if V- tabs can help you
helping thousands of other people . \Ve think ths.t you win feel the difference

, just like it is
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the very first day. Then order your supply of V- tabs right away so you can
begin to get the benefits of new scientific sustained release tablet.

PAR. 6. Through the use of said advertisements , and others sim-

ilar thereto not specifically set out herein , respondents have represented and are now representing, directly and by impJication:
1. That V- tabs , because of its sustained release feature , provides
greater nutritional benefits to the user than other preparations of
similar content which do not have this feature.
2. That V- tabs immediately supplies new energy to the human
body and continues to provide new energy for 24 hours.
3- That V- tsbs is a new medical and scientific discovery and
achievement.
4. That the use of V- tsbs will be of be

refit in the treatment

and reJief of bck of pep, energy and strength , loss of vitality, and
loss of a sense of well- being.

5. That the use of V- tabs wil enable a person to appear and

feel younger.
fact:
sustained release feature does not cause V- tabs to

PAR. 7. In truth and in

1. V- tabs '

provide greater nutritional benefits to the user than other preparations of similar content which do not provide sustained release
action.
2. V- tabs

does not immediately supply new energy to the hu-

man body, nor does it continue to provide new energy for 24 hours.
achieve
3. V- tabs is not a new medical or scientific discovery Of
ment.

4. The use of V- tabs wil not be of benefit in the treatment or
reJief of lack of pep, energy or strength , loss of vitaJity, or loss of
well. being
except in a small minority of persons in whom
a sense of
such symptoms are due to a deficiency of Vitamin B- , Vitamin
, Vitamin- , or Niacinamide. All the remaining ingredients in
this preparation are of no benefit in the treatment or reJief of said
symptoms.

Furthermore ,

the statements and representations in said ad-

vertisements have the capacity and tendency to suggest ,

and do
suggest , to persons of both sexes and an ages who experience lack
of pep, energy or strength , loss of vitality, or loss of a sense of wellbeing, that there is a reasonable probability that they have symp-

toms which wil respond to treatment by the use of V- tabs.

In the

light of such statements and representations , the advertisements

are misleading in a material respect and therefore constitute " false

, "
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advertisements " as that term is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , because they fail to reveal the material facts
that in the great majority of persons or of any age , sex or other
group class thereof , who experience the symptoms of lack of pep,
energy or strength , loss of vitaJity, or loss of a sense of well- being,
such symptoms are not caused by deficiency of one or more of the
nutrients provided by V- tabs , and that in such persons the said
preparation wil be of no benefit.

5. The use of V- tabs

wil not enable a person to appear or

feel younger.
Therefore , the advertisements referred to in Paragraph Five were
and are misleading in material respects and constituted , and now
constitute false advertisements " as that term is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 8. The dissemination by respondents of the false adver-

tisements , as aforesaid , constituted , and now constitutes , unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce , in violation of

Sections 5 and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determined to issue its com-

plaint charging the respondents named in the caption hereof with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents
having heen served with notice of said determination and with a
copy of the complaint the Commission intended to issue , together
with a proposed form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an ad-

mission by respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the complaint to issue herein , a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute
an admission by respondents that the law has been violated as set
forth in such complaint ,

and waivers and provisions

as required

by the Commission s rules; and
The Commission , having considered the agreement , hereby ac-

cepts same , issues its complaint in the form contemplated by said
agreement , makes the following jurisdictional findings , and enters
the following order:

1. Respondent Jay Norris Company is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of New York , with its office and principal plaee of business
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located at 273 Merrick Road ,

68 F.

in the city of Lynbrook , State of

New York.
Respondents Joel N. Jacobs , Mortimer Wil1iams and Bernard
Jacobs are officers of said corporation. The address of respondent
Joel N. Jacobs is 453 Links Drive , E. , Oceanside , New York. The
address of respondent Mortimer Wi11iams is 72 E. Henrietta Street
Oceanside , New York. The address of respondent Bernard Jacobs is
1 East Broadway Street , Long Beach , New York.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the

proceeding is in the pubJic interest.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Jay Norris Company, a corporation , trading as Norris Nutritions , or under
names , and its officers , and Joel N. Jacobs ,

any other name or
Mortimer Wi11iams

and Bernard Jacobs , individua11y and as officers of said corporation
and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or
through any corporate or other device , in connection with the
offering for sale

, sale or distribution of the preparation designated

tabs " or any other preparation of substantially similar composition or possessing substantial1y similar properties , do forthwith
cease and desist from , directly or indirectly:
1. Disseminating, or causing the dissemination of ,

by means

of the United States mails or by any means in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act
any advertisement which represents directly or by impJication:
(a) That such

preparation immediately suppJies new

energy to the human body, or continues to provide new
energy for 24 hours; or which misrepresents in any manner

the time in which said preparation may produce such an
effect or the duration of such an effect.
(b) That such preparation

is a new medical or scientific

discovery or achievement.

(c) That such preparation , or any ingredient supplied
thereby, wil be of benefit in the treatment or reJief of
lack of pep, energy or strength , loss of vitality, or loss
of a sense of wen- being, unless such advertisement ex-

pressly limits the effectiveness of the preparation to those
persons whose symptoms are due to a deficiency of Vitamin
, Vitamin B- , Vitamin C , or Niacinamide , if in fact
these nutrients are provided by such prepartion , and
further , unless the advertisement clearly and conspic-
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uously reveals the facts that in the great majority of

persons , or any age or sex or other class or group thereof

who experience lack of pep, energy or strength ,
vitality, or loss of a sense of well- being,

loss of

such symptoms

are due to conditions other than those which may respond
to treatment by use of the preparation and that in such

persons the preparation will not be of benefit.

(d) That such preparation will enable a person to
appear or feel younger.

2. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated , by any

means , for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce

directly or indirectly the purchase of any such preparation
in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , any advertisement which contains any of
the representations prohibited in , or which fails to comply
requirements of , Paragraph J

with any of the affirmative
hereof.
It

is

further ordered

That respondents Jay Norris Company, a

corporation ,

trading as Norris Nutritions , or under any other
name or names , and its officers , and Joel N. Jacobs , Mortimer

Wiliams and Bernard Jacobs , individually and as offcers of said
corporation , and respondents ' representatives , agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other device , in connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution of any
vitamin or vitamin-mineral preparation , do forthwith cease and

desist from ,

directly or indirectly:

1. Disseminating, or causing the dissemination of ,

by means

of the United States mails or by any means in commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act , any advertisement which represents directly or by
implica tion:

(a) That vitamin or vitamin-mineral preparations
which release their contents over a prolonged period of

time when being digested in the human body are in any
way superior , because of this feature , to other preparations of similar content which do not have this feature.
2. Disseminating, or causing to be disseminated , by any

means , for the purpose of inducing, or which is likely to induce
directly or indirectly, the purchase of any such preparation
in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , any advertisement which contains any of the

representations prohibited in , or which fails to comply with
any of the affirmative requirements of ,

Paragraph 1 hereof.
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It is further ordered

That the respondents herein shall , within

sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order ,

fie with

the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the

manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
II' THE MATTER OF

DEAN ?vILK COMPANY ET AL.
ORDER , OPINIONS , ETC. , IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 2 (a) OF THE CLAYTON ACT
Docket

8032.

Complaint , June 30. 1960- Decision . Oct.

, 1965

Order requiring a large dairy company with executive offices in Franklin
Park , IIl. , and its wholly owned subsidiary in Louisville , Ky. , engaged in
the processing and sale of fluid milk and other dairy products in a number of States ,

to cease violating Sec. 2(8) of the Clayton Act by dis-

criminating in price between competing purchasers of its dairy products
through a quantity discount system which permitted large retailers to
purchase its products for lower prices than smaner retailers in the same
market area , and by engaging in unlawful territorial price discriminations.
COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that

respondents Dean Milk Company and Dean "vilk Co. ,

Inc. , here-

, have violated and are

now
inafter more particularly described
violating the provisions of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act (V. C. Title 15 , Section 13), as amended by the
Robinson- Patman Act , approved June 19 , 1936 , hereby issues its

complaint , stating its charges with respect thereto as fo11ows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Dean ?vilk Company, sometimes hereinafter referred to as Dean IlJinois , is a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the State of I1inois , with its principal

office and place of business located at 3600 North River Road
Franklin Park , I1inois.
PAR. 2- Respondent Dean ?vilk Co. , Inc. , sometimes hereinafter
referred to as Dean Kentucky, is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Kentucky, with its principal

office and place of business located at 602 West Hil Street

Louisville , Kentucky. Respondent Dean Milk Co. , Inc. , is who11yowned and contro11ed by Respondent Dean Milk Company.
PAR. 3. Respondents Dean I1inois and Dean Kentucky are ex-

tensively engaged in the business of purchasing, processing, manufacturing, and se11ing fluid milk and other dairy products throughout the States of I1inois , Indiana , Kentucky and Wisconsin. Their

total combined annual net sales

are in excess of S20 milion.
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PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business ,

Dean Illinois and Dean Kentucky are now ,

respondents

and for many years

past have been , purchasing and transporting fluid milk and other
dairy products , or causing the same to be transported , from dairy

farms and other points of origin to respondents ' receiving stations
processing and manufacturing plants , and distribution depots located in States other than the State of origin.

Respondents Dean Ilinois and Dean Kentucky are now , and
for many years past have been , transporting fluid milk and other
dairy products , or causing the same to be transported , from the
State or States where such products are processed , manufactured

or stored in anticipation of sale or shipment , to purchasers located
in other States of the United States.
A11 of the matters

and things , inc1uding the acts , practices , sales

and distribution by respondent Dean Ilinois and respondent Dean

Kentucky of their said fluid milk and other dairy products ,

as

hereinbefore a11eged ,

were and are performed and done in a constant current of commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Clayton
Act , as amended.
PAR. 5. Respondent Dean Ilinois and respondent Dean Kentucky sell their fluid milk and other dairy products to retailerpurchasers , distributors and consumers. The retailer- purchasers of

respondent Dean Ilinois are in competition with other retailerpurchasers of respondent Dean Ilinois. The retailer- purchasers of
respondent Dean Kentucky are in competition with other retailerpurehasers of respondent Dean Kentucky.
Respondents '

distributors rese11 to retailer- purchasers and con-

sumers to the extent that such purchasers do not buy directly
from respondents. In many instances respondents ' distributors act

as their agents in making sales and deliveries to retailer- purchasers
to the extent that such distributors payor allow discounts and
rebates on sales to such eustomers on beha1f of respondents for

which said distributors are reimbursed by respondents. Many of
the customers of these distributors are in competition with many
of respondents ' customers.

Respondent Dean Ilinois and respondent Dean Kentucky, in
the sale of their fluid milk and other dairy products to retailerpurchasers , distributors and consumers , are in substantial competition with other manufactu ers ,

distributors and se11ers of said

products.
PAR. 6. In the course and conduct of their business in commerce
respondent Dean Ilinois and

respondent Dean Kentucky have
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discriminated and are now discriminating in price in the sale

fluid milk and other dairy products by selling such products of

Jike grade and quality at different prices to different purchasers at
the same level of trade.
Included in ,
above alleged ,

but not Jimited to , the discriminations in price , as
in price

respondent Dean Ilinois has discriminated

in the sale of said products to retailer- purchasers in the Blufton
Goshen , Elkart , Rochester and Terre Haute , Indiana; and Clinton

Martinsvi1e , Marshall and Champaign , Ilinois market areas by
charging said retailer- purchasers substantially higher prices than

charged by said respondent Dean Ilinois for the sale of said products of like grade and quality to other retailer- purchasers , many
of whom are competing purchasers.
Included in , but not limited to , the discriminations in price , as
above alleged , respondent Dean Kentucky has discriminated in
price in the sale of said products to retailer- purchasers in the
Louisville , Henderson and Owensboro ,

Kentucky; and Evansville

Tell City, Rockport , Jasper and Boonville , Indiana market areas
by charging said retailer- purchasers substantially higher prices than
charged by said respondent Dean Kentucky for the sale of said
products of like grade and quality to other retailer- purchasers
many of whom are competing purchasers.
Included in , but not Jimited to , the methods and plans used by
respondent Dean Ilinois and respondent Dean Kentucky to effect

and carry out such discriminations in price are the quantity discount and rebate plans hereinafter described , applicable to the

retailer- purchasers located in the aforementioned cities and towns.
Respondents ' quantity discount and rebate plans are appJied

to the daily purchasers by its retailer- purchasers

of respondents

dairy products computed in points , said products including, but
not limited to , fJuid milk , buttermilk , half and half , whipping cream
coffee cream , sour cream and cottage cheese. Each of the said products is assigned a given number of points , with a corresponding
percentage of discount applicable to a given total of points. Re-

spondents are now and for many years past have been using the
following quantity discount and rebate plans:
Quantity Discount and Rebate Plans

Average daily point", per store Percent of di..,count ofllist
25.
50 - 74
75 - 99
100 and over
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Quantity Discount and Rebate Plans- Can

Average daily points per store Percent 01 discount oft list
25 - 49
50 - 99

100 - 174
175 - 274
275 - 399

400 and over
25 - 49

50 - 74
75 - 99
100 - 124
125 - J49

150 and over
In the application of these quantity discount and rebate plans

to many of respondents ' customers , including, but not limited to
large chain stores and other stores having a common ownership
or control , including voluntary

associations or groups of stores

having a central buying officer , such customers are treated as a
unit , regardless of the number of individual stores involved , in that
respondents , in computing the volume of daily purchases of such
customers , pay quantity discounts or rebates according to the rate
applicable to the aggregate purchases of all stores in the chain

association or central buying group, without regard to the daily
volume of purchases of such individual stores. In all or most instances ,

respondents ' large chain store , association and central
buying group customers are paid the maximum quantity discounts
or rebates by respondents on purchases made by all their stores.

Many of respondents ' smaller , usually independent retailer- purchasers , who compete with the large chain , association and central
buying group customers , receive no discounts or rebates under
respondents ' quantity and rebate plan , or receive a percentage
discount that is substantial1y below that which is paid to re-

spondents ' large chain stores and group buying customers.
PAR. 7. The effect of such discriminations in price by

respondent

Dean Ilinois and respondent Dean Kentucky in the sale of fluid
milk and other dairy products has been or may be substantial1y to
lessen ,

injure , destroy or prevent competition:

1. Between each respondent Dean and its competitors

in the

processing, manufacture , sale and distribution of such products.
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2. Between retailer- purchasers paying higher prices and competing retailer- purchasers paying lower prices for said products

of respondent Dean Ilinois and respondent Dean Kentucky.
PAR. 8. The discriminations in price ,

as herein alleged ,

are

violation of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the Clayton Act , as

amended.

Mr. Herbert I. Rothbart , Mr. F. P. Fauarella
Turiel

Mr. Francis J. McConnell
Curtis

and

Mr. Bernard

for the Commission.
for the respondents;

McConnell

McConnell Chicago , Ill. of counsel.
bJITIAL DECISION BY HARRY R. HINKES , HEARING EXAMINER
OCTOBER 22 ,

1963

The Complaint in this matter alleges that the respondents

have

violated Section 2(a) of the amended Clayton Act by discriminating

in price in the sale of fluid milk and other dairy products and that
the effect of such discrimination has been , or may be , substantially
to lessen , injure , destroy, or prevent competition.

Hearings were held in several cities during 1961 , 1962 , and 1963.

The record consists of more than 1 000 exhibits , some of which
contain hundreds of pages of statistical and financial data , filling
more than twenty-one bound volumes and almost 4 000 pages of

oral testimony.

Proposed findings and briefs have been filed by the parties. To
the extent such findings are inconsistent with the facts found below

they are deemed rejected.
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Identity and General Operations of the Respondents

1. Respondent Dean Milk Company, sometimes hereinafter referred to as Dean Illinois , is a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the State of Ilinois , with its principal office and
place of business located at 3600 North River Road , Franklin Park
Ilinois (Answer , Par. 1).

2. Respondent Dean Milk Co. , Inc. , sometimes hereinafter referred to as Dean Kentucky, is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Kentucky, with its principal offce
and place of business located at 4420 Bishop Lane , Louisvile , Kentucky (Answer , Par. 2 , and CX 741).
3. Respondent Dean Kentucky, Pure Seal Dairy and Wilson

Milk Company, Inc. , are wholly owned and controlled subsidiary
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testimony of the
officials of the parent corporation , Dean Ilinois , makes it clear
corporations of respondent Dean Ilinois. The

seJling, advertising, and accounting acts and
practices of the subsidiary corporation , Dean Kentucky, are supervised and controJled completely by the officers , directors and emthat the purchasing,

ployees of Dean Ilinois. The two corporations have common off-

cers. AJl of the offcers of Dean Kentucky, with one exception
are officers of Dean Ilinois , and reside in the State of l1inois
(Tr. 1654; CX 744). They perform their duties as officers of Dean
Kentucky primarily from the main offices of the parent corporation
and receive their salaries and compensation from the parent company, not from Dean Kentucky (Tr. 1656- 1657). Tom T. Thompson
regional marketing manager for Dean I11inois , supervises the operations of Dean in Kentucky (Tr. 2072). Bertram Hoddinott , vicc

president and director of Dean Ilinois ,

has responsibility for sales

and the subsidiary
companies , and was responsible for organizing the sales program

of fresh milk for hath the parent company

of Dean in Louisvile (Tr. 2039). Thus Mr . Hoddinott issues instructions regarding sales policies to Mr- Thompson for LouisviJle
(Tr. 1674). References to " Dean " hereinafter are , accordingly,
meant to refer to both respondents unless otherwise indicated.
due
4. In recent years Dean Ilinois has seen significant growth
to the extension of its operations and through the various acquisi-

tions made during recent periods. The principal acquisitions have
been the foJlowing:
Fenley Model Dairy
Louisville , Ky. 1952
Wilson Milk Co. ,

Inc.

Indianapolis , Indiana- 1955
Pure Seal Dairy

Flint , Michigan- 1958
Sunshine Dairy Co.

Lafayette , Indiana- 1960
Forest Hil Dairies ,

Inc.
Memphis , Tennessee- December
(CX 743 , pp. 5 and 6; Tr. 1648.

31 , 1960.

5. Directly and through whoJly owned and

controJled subsidiar-

ies , Dean pasteurizes and otherwise processes milk and milk
products , such as cottage cheese , ice cream and evaporated and

powdered milk. These products are distributed in the central and
northern half of Ilinois , including the entire Chicago metropolitan
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area; the south half of Wisconsin , not inc1uding Milwaukee; sub-

stantially the entire State of Indiana; east central Michigan; north
central Kentucky; western Tennessee; and most of the State

of Arkansas. Fresh milk is distributed principal1y under the Dean
name. Wilson Milk Company, Inc. , a subsidiary, markets evaporated milk under its own label. Fresh milk , which inc1udes cream
buttermilk and cottage cheese for c1assification purposes , con-

stitutes more than 75 per cent of Dean s consolidated sales (CX
743 , pp. 5 and 6).

6. Milk is processed in Dean s bottling plants located at Huntley and Chemung, Ilinois , Rochester , Indiana , Flint , Michigan
Louisville , Kentucky, Memphis , Tennessee , and Conway, Arkansas.
Ice cream is manufactured in a plant at Belvidere , Illinois , from
which deliveries are made principally to the Illinois , Wisconsin
Indiana and Kentucky markets. Evaporated milk is produced at
Pecatonica , Ilinois , and powdered milk of various types at Rockford , Ilinois (CX 743 , pp. 5 and 6; Tr. 1635- 37).
7. Respondents Dean

Ilinois and Dean Kentucky are extensively

engaged in the business of purchasing, processing, manufacturing
and sel1ing fluid milk and other dairy products throughout the
States of Ilinois , Indiana , Kentucky and Wisconsin. For 1960 , total

sales for Dean Ilinois amounted to approximately
$45 000 000 (CX 755). For the same year , net sales for Dean
Kentucky amounted to approximately $6 000 000 (CX 755). In
1960 , the consolidated net sales for Dean Ilinois and all of its
annual net

whol1y owned and controlled subsidiary companies were in excess
of $56 000 000 and in 1962 they were in excess of $63 000 000 (CX
755 ,

p. 30 ; Tr. 2049).

8. In the course and conduct of their business , respondents
Dean Ilinois and Dean Kentucky are now , and for many years

past have been purchasing and transporting fluid milk or have
purchased fluid milk that has been transported ,
and other places of origin to respondents '

from dairy farms
receiving statiolls , proc-

essing and manufacturing plants , and distribution depots located
in States other than in the State of origin (Answer; CX 531545- 48; Tr. 218-

, 1635 , 2246-

, 3335- 37)-

9. Respondents Dean Ilinois and Dean Kentucky are now ,

and
for many years past have been , transporting fluid milk and other
dairy products , or causing the same to be transported , from the
State or States where such products are processed , manufactured
or stored in anticipation of sale or shipment , to purchasers located

in other States of the United States (Answer;
77; CX 8A- 8Z-

, 66- 154 , 764- 98).

Tr. 2265-

, 2276-
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inc1uding the acts , practices
sales and distribution by respondent Dean Ilinois and respondent
10. All of the matters and things ,

Dean Kentucky of their said fluid milk and other dairy products
were and are performed and done in constant current of commerce
as " commerce "

is defined in the Clayton Act , as amended.

11. Respondent Dean Ilinois and respondent Dean Kentucky
sell their fluid milk and other dairy products to retaiJer- purchasers
distributors and consumers (Answer; CX 616).
12- Retailer- purchasers of respondent Dean Ilinois are in competition with other retailer- purchasers of respondent Dean Ilinois
(Answer CX 764- 879; Tr. 1680- 1817).
13. Retailer- purehasers of respondent Dean Kentucky are in

competition with other retailer- purchasers of
Kentucky (Answer; Tr. 1507- 08;

respondent Dean

Tr. 1509- 10).

14. In many instances respondents ' distributors act as agents
of the respondents in the dc1ivery of fluid milk and other dairy
products to retaiJer- purchasers of respondents (Testimony of Tom
T. Thomson , Tr. 2113-

Guckien ,

Tr. 3461- 62; CX

, 2265-

, 2273-

78; testimony of John

86; testimony of Robert A. Brundage
917- 18; CX 8A- 8Z- 34; CX 59 , 61 , 67 and 68).
, 1878-

Tr. 1829-

15. The Falls Cities market , often referred to as the Louisville
market , is comprised of the city of Louisville and other Kentucky
towns surrounding it and the cities of New Albany, Jeffersonvile
and Clarksvile in Indiana (Tr. 2209- 10).

16. Dean entered the Falls Cities market on September 1 , 1952

when it acquired

Fenley s Modc1 Dairy, a local dairy company

located in Louisvile ,

Kentucky (Tr. 2075). Dean s operation in
Louisville was given a separate corporate identity, the Dean Milk
Co. , Inc. , under the laws of the State of Kentucky.

distribution in Evansvile , Indiana , Henderson , Kentucky, ,Jeffersonville , Indiana , and New Albany, Indiana , through Cardinal Distributing Company. Cardinal was a
partnership of two individuals named Brundage and Clyatt who
had been employed by Dean Ilinois as route men in the Chicago
17. Dean commenced

, 3458). Letters written on the Dean Kentucky
letterhead and signed " Dean :viJk Co. , Inc. " were mailed to the
grocers in the Henderson and Evansville markets in November

area (Tr. 3437-

J 952 ,

stating in part:

In brief , we wil be in your city with Dean s Homogenized , Pasteurized

Grade A , Vitamin D Enriched Milk in a very few days. And most important-

the only place people will be able to buy this fine milk wil be in stores like

* * *
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your own. There will be no home deliveries of Dean s to compete with your
business.
Yes , exclusive

store distribution is a strict Dean policy;

(CX 630).

Cardinal purchased milk at Dean s dock in Louisvile and hauled

the milk by trailer to Evansvile and Henderson , where the load
was broken down and distributed by trucks. The partnership owned

its own trucks and employed its own drivers (Tr. 3470). It was
the practice for one of the supervisors at Dean Kentucky to notify

the partnership of any change in milk prices. The partnership
would then change its prices so that the prices charged by the
partnership and by Dean Kentucky were identica1. Similarly, any
change in the discount schedule would be transmitted so that the
discounts were identical (Tr. 3442-

, 3451).

Some purchasers like A & P and Kroger were biled for their
purchases by Dean Kentucky, who remitted the difference between
that price and the price charged the Cardinal Distributing Company
to that partnership (Tr. 3476). These accounts werc called " house
accounts and with reference to them , Cardinal's business was described by an official of Dean Kentucky as that of a " hauler " on
behalf of Dean (Tr. 2113-

, 2268) - In the

Henderson market

such house accounts represented about 50 per cent of all of Dean
products sales. In the Evansvile market , sales to house accounts
represented 90 percent of the Evansville sales , among which were
A & P and Kroger.
The Cardinal Distributing Company had no home delivery business. Mr. Brundage explained that it was against the Dean

Milk

Company policy to deliver to the home (Tr. 3460).
18. In view of the history of the distribution described above
the method of determining prices employed by such distributors
the sales policies employed by the parties and the responsibilities
assumed by each , it is found that the respondents controlled the
sales price and policies of their distributors and that retailer- purchasers buying from respondents ' distributors are actually pur-

chasers of the respondents within the meaning of Section 2 (a) of
the Clayton Act , as amended.
Respondents argue that the distributors should be considered

independent of Dean and their relationship to Dean merely that
of a buyer. The record evidence points more strongly to a principalagent relationship between the two than to a seller- buyer relation-

ship. Assuming, nevertheless , that the respondents are correct as
to the existence of a seller- buyer relationship, the conclusions made
above remain unchanged. The record makes it ohvious that Cardi-
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nal and Dean not only consulted ahout prices , but agreed to an
identical price to be charged by both , as wel1 as to the quantity
discount schedules to be used (Tr. 3442-

, 3451 , 157- 62). Such

control by the respondents over the terms and conditions of purchase in effect for the customers of Cardinal , as well as Dean

direct dealing with many retailer- customers renders such customers
the customers of Dean and indirect purchasers from Dean within
American News Co.

the meaning of Section 2 (a) of the Act.

300 F. 2d 104 (2d Cir.

C.

strand Corp.

198 F. S. 310 (D.

Cheese Corp. 25 F.
C- 30 (1953), and
345 (1940);

K.

1962), citing

C. 537 (1937),

S.

v-

Chem-

Kraft Phenix
Champion Spark Plug Coo , 50
37 F_

Dentists Supply Co. of New York

National Lead Co-

Corp.

Y. 1961),

C.

227 F- 2d 825 (7th Cir.

1955).

Even under general principle of law where two parties enter into
an il1egal conspiracy (such as price fixing), any act done by either
common design and in accordance with the
general plan (such as the establishment of discriminatory prices

in furtherance of the

among competing purchasers) becomes the act of all. See the discussion of the law and cases cited at 15 Corpus Juris Secundum
p. 1028.

19. Respondents Dean Ilinois and Dean Kentucky, in the sale
of their fluid milk and other dairy products to retailcr- purchasers
distributors and consumers , are in substantial competition with
other manufacturers , distributors and se1lers of said products
(Answer ,
II.

par. 5).

The Louisville Market
A.
The Price Discrimination

20. When Dean entered the Louisvile market on September
1952 ,

the chain stores in the area had

1

cent
discount on unit purchases of milk and milk products from local
dairies (Tr . 2231; RX 107 A- G). Dean continued this practice
been receiving

granting a Y2 cent discount to A & P and Kroger (RX 8). This
s first difference in price to its retailer- purchasers.
21. In addition , Dean lowered its list price of homogenized milk
by 1 cent a quart on September 18 , 1952 , with a further reduction
of y. cent per quart in October 1952 and 1 cent per quart in March
1953 (CX 927).

was Dean

22. On June 1 , 1953 , Dean introduced an earned service discount of 2 percent for chain store customers having a certain
volume of business and using central biling, and an earned
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handJing discount of 2 or 3 percent for such volume accounts taking
drop deJivery (CX 928- 29).

23. Dean Kentucky showed a net profit of more than $2 000 in
September 1952; for October 1952 , the profits fe11 to $150; in

November 1952 ,

Dean Kentucky suffered a loss of over 822 000

and in December 1952 , the loss exceeded $48 000 (CX 619 G- N).
In January 1953 , Dean Kentucky sustained a loss of over $7 000
and in February the loss was over $4 000- In March , the loss exceeded $5 000 , and in April 1953 , the loss was over 84 000. The loss
eontinued in May, exceeding $6 000 , and in June 1963 , exceeding
000 (CX 619 0- 2). Exc1usive of executive salaries and ex-

penses , Dean Kentucky incurred a loss of over $49 000 during its
A).
first year in the Louisvi1e market (CX 619
24. On November 15 , 1954 , with the list price of homogenized

milk reduced 1 cent a quart below the price levels of June 1953
Dean Kentucky introduced a schedule
fo11ows (CX 927
A):

of quantity discounts as

Average Daily Points

Discount

25100- 199
200- 299

3lfJ

300 and over

However , regardless of the point system indicated above the
chain stores always qualified for the top quantity discount (CX
930) .
In arriving at the avcrage daily points ,

each product sold by Dean

was not treated separately for purposes of the quantity discounts.

Dean

On t.he contrary, each unit of the products ShO\Vl on

fresh milk products (homogenized milk ,

skim ,

line of

chocolate flavored

milk , buttermilk , egg nog, haJ! and half , whipping cream , sour
cream , cottage cheese and Reddi- Whip) was treated as one point for

the computation of the number of points purchased by a customer
except for half ga110n units which were treated as 2 points and 2
pound tubs of cottage cheese which were also treated as 2 pointsIn order to arrive at the average daily points per store , the total
monthly purchases in points would be taken and divided by the

number of stores which a particular account operated

and then

divided by the number of deJivery days in a particular month (CX
57). As indicated above ,

highest discount

(Tr. 308).

the chain stores always qualified for the

regardless of this mathematical computation
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25. Throughout most of the period between

1954 and 1960 , Dean

used some schedule of quantity discounts. In June 1955 , the maximum reached 8 percent. Again in June 1957 , the 8 percent maxi-

mum was reached. In February 1959 and continuing until April
1959 , a maximum of 7 percent was allowed. Between April 1959
and October 1960 , a uniform 7% discount was a110wed all purchasers but in October 1960 a quantity discount schedule was reof 10% allowed (CX 927 , 930 , 896

instituted with a maximum

972). At all other times between 1954 and 1960 , the maximum
discount was 5 percent
26- The quantity discounts described above were supplmented
from time to time by additional discounts known as service or
handling discounts which have been previously described. These
special discounts were not offered or made available to any inde-

pendent grocers in that area.
27. These pricing practices gave chain stores ,

particularly

A & P , Albers Colonial and Kroger , significant advantages in prices.

The net prices charged such chains were always at least one cent
per quart be10w the prices charged smaller independent stores
which difference in price was often the difference between the chain
stores ' cost and their seIJing price to the consumer; in other words
the discount given chain stores by the respondents permitted sales
by such chain stores to consumers at prices often approximating
the cost of the same milk to small grocery stores (See Chart 1

attached) .

28. Between 1954 and 1960 the chain stores purchasing from the
respondent usually set their prices to consumers in line with the
prices charged them by the respondent. Thus when Dean lowered

the price on half gallons of homogenized

milk in December 1958

Kroger at the same time lowered its priee to the consumer by the
same amount and advertised such lowered price in the local papers
(See Chart 1 , attached , and RX 162). Similarly, in March 1959
when Dean lowered its price by one cent per half ga110n on two
made similar retail
different occasions in rapid succession A & P
reductions simultaneously (CX 745).
29. At several times between 1954 and 1960 , Dean s delivered
cost for half gallons of homogenized milk exceeded the price it
charged chain store accounts. Thus , in August 1959 , Dean s cost
was 34. 02 cents and in September of that year , the cost was 34.
cents. These costs did not inc1ude executive salaries

or corporate

income taxes of the respondent. Nevertheless Dean s price to the

chain stores did not exceed 33. 3 cents hetween August 24 and

-----
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September 21 ,

during part of which time A & P advertised such milk

at 35 cents (CX 745 , CX 927 , CX 616 239- 56; RX 162).
B.

Competitive Injury to Respondents ' Competitors

30. The relative market shares of the Louisvile dairies

based

upon Class 1 milk sales during the period 1953- 1960 are shown

below (RX 132 , 136 , 135). These figures inc1ude both in and out
of market sales by the various companies under Federal Order No.
46 (CX 640 , 641). The amount of sales made outside of the market
area varies with the individual companies (Tr. 3616). For a11 but
Seal test , Sure Pure and Grand Avenue , the calculations were made
from Handler Reports filed with the Milk Market Administrator.
For these three dairies, the market shares shown are more or less
arbitrarily calculated from other data not necessarily consistent
with the Handler Reports used for the other dairies. The results
nevertheless , are the best obtainable for the Fa11s Cities market.
1953

Bowman Dairy
Carrithers Creamery
Cherokee Sanitary
Crcamtop Creamery
Dean Milk Co.

1954

1955

1956

1957

Kannapel's Dairy

Model Farms Dairy
Oscar Ewing, Inc.

Plainview Farms
Scaltest Foods

1959

1960

19 7.

1.00 1.9

3.17 3.

33 11.09 12.
1.77

1.52
1.84

14. 53 15. 22 16.

1.0
1.4

1.24 1.21 .
1.86 1.96 2.
1.60 1.55 1.29

84 6.42 5.

37 6.
02 5.

37. 98 37. 34 38.

34. 27 32.

Walnut Grove Dairy

Purity Maid Products*'
(Bowman Dairy Purchased Purity Maid in October 1958.
(Be"trict! Purchased Model Farms in January 1959.

65 13.44

30 3.56 3.

23 7.76 7.

Sure Pure MiJk Co.

1.7 .

28 2. 05 2. 03 1.73
88 2. 60 2.41 2.

Ehrler s Dairy
Grand Avenue Dairy
J. W. Haywood & Sons

1956

75 2.
62 2.

4.49 3.

34 8.
75 5.
69 3.

28.

50 21.43
66 3.

01 1.35

--

1333; ex 721)

(Tf. 1159

1194-

s (Tr. IS32- 42;

Dean Kentucky
(CX 746- 55)

mXI0,'i)

Sca ltest

1419- 29; ex 736)

Van AJlmen (Tr.

ex 739- 40)

Oeh rf'

(Tr . 13 891450; ex 733- 35)

Kannapel' s

CX 700- 20)

Shannon
rr.
1227- 52; CX (99)
Oscar Ewing (Tr . 9981078; CX 644- 5:1)
Plainview
: 1254- g2;
1334- 56);1417;

1225; CX 692 - (98)

Carrithers (Tr

1079- 1107; CX 654- 55)

Walnut, Grove (Tr.

ex 658- 91)

eroke e

996; 1462- 92; ex 631- 43)

Cream T p cr r. 8W-

1951

(Loss)

612

108

573

(3.

(7)

27::

056

574

S24

898

816

721

605

735

277

846

!:J10

- 811

S97

894

09R

319

742

960

780

7()

(Loss)
957

97:1

33,1

014

-- 1 025

- 810

lbT

Purity Maid (Tr . 1293-

(Loss)
044

ex 656- 57)

1953
19.')5

1956

919

478

(;20

103

548

914

764

2GB

964

930

004

'i)

(6)

(Loss)
941

544

128

666

108

5.'';1

1,1(;6

SDO

262

054

955

890

(5)

(26)

0.4)

(10)

(5)

(5.

1.9

(Loss)
982

1957

1958

400

(.8)

(59)

(4)

(11)

1.5

(10)

(62)

(1.

(Loss)

797

105

'i31

07R

957

286

988

962

959

8S9

911

742

,:28

515

044

O.'9

333

06"

864

nO?

:-190

857

(3G)

(19)

(9)

(13)

(1.2)

(17)

(Loss)

G38

326

871

519

974

399

901

1960

1961

1.5

(9)

(116)

(111

(8)

(21)

(1)

(17)

989

88.'';

550

SgB

473

470

774

859

962

141

(4)

(86)

(111)

(1)

(1.2)

(11)

(2.

(Loss)

294

G09

014
1.8

(Loss)

fi,, - Sales Profits Sales Pro fits
(Loss)

1959

844

fit." Sales Profil') Sales Profit,: S;l

(In Approximate Thousanns)
Sales Profit! Sales prof its G lcs Profits Sales Profit.s Sales Pr

Mellwood (Tr: - 1109- ;18;

Dair

J952

31. The experiences of the dairies in the Falls Cities market with respect to sales and profits were as follows:

- -

:;.
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32. With respect to Me11wood

$17

Dairy, Inc. , it appcars that the

000 loss of 1959 is attributable

, in substantial part at least , to

Mellwood to
Model Farms. A similar loss for 1958 , however , appears to be due
largely, if not solely, to a $54 000 reduction in sa1es from the preinventory write-offs in connection with the sale of

vious year (CX 656- 57).

There was uncontradicted testimony to

the effect that many of Me11wood' s store accounts wcre lost to Dean

(Tr. 1126), and that many retail customers were lost to the chain
stores because of the latters ' lower prices which were blamed upon
Dean (Tr. 1127).
33. In 1955 Bowman offered $550 000 for Purity Maid' s business.
This offer was turned down. In 1958 Purity Maid was sold to Bowman for $220 000. Profits declined steadily from 1952 through 1957.
For fiscal 1955/56 , the loss was over $5 000; for fiscal 1956/57 , tbe
loss was over $62 000 although sales had only dropped somc $32 000.
It was testified that the retail business was

not affected by the

discounts , from which it may be assumed that the loss in sales
was attrihutabJe to wholesale business. Ten percent of Purity
store accounts in Louisvil1e were also served by Dean. Fifty percent
of Purity s store accounts in New Albany and , Jeffcrsonvile were
also served by Dean s distributor. The testimony indicates that at
least a substantial part of the $62 000 loss can be attributed to a

loss of wholesale business , which loss forced the sale of the business
to Bowman (Tr. 1293- , 1297). There was uncontradicted testi-

mony that Purity Maid lost some of its store business because its
customers stood to carn large discounts by buying a11

products from a single dairy (Tr. 1300) instead of

of their dairy
spJitting their

business among two or morc dairies.
34. With respcct to Cream Top Creamery, Inc. , the profit and
loss figures shown hctween 1952 and 1958 are after payment of

managerial salaries. These salaries never exceeded 88, 000

per em-

ployee. Using 1953 as a more or less normal year , it appears that
the profits of the company declined thereafter despite lowered

managerial salaries. In 1957 ,

the managerial draw was about
percent higher than it had been in 1953 and sales were 20 percent
higher than in 1953. Nevertheless the

$10 000 (CX 635). In 1958 ,

company lost more than

its wholesale business was

$179 000

and its retail sales about $555 000. This dropped to 8153 000 wholesale and 8485 000 retail in 1959 (CX 632 B). Significantly, with
the cessation of discounts in December 1960 , Cream Top showed
a $7 000 net profit for the fiscal year ending September 30 , 1961
and more than $13 000 profit for the fo11owing fiscal year (CX

900- 1). The record indicates that Cream Top lost many retail cus-
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tomers to the chain stores (Tr. 977), and suffercd its losses in its
efforts to match the discounts being given by Dean (Tr. 943).
35. In the case of Cherokee Sanitary Mi1k Co. , Inc. , the record
indicates that after 1952 , both the sales volume and the profits

declined until the latter reached substantial loss amounts. In 1957
the company s sales were approximately the same as they were in
1954. The profits ,

however , were about $25 000 less than 1957.

discounts paid by Cherokee amounted to only
,
the
reduction in profits appears to be attributable
800 in 1957
to increased expenses (CX 690). The same analysis appears to apInasmuch as the

ply to the year 1956. In 1958 ,

1959 , and 1960 , however , the Chero-

kee sales declined significantly from previous years ,

and the losses

sustained for those three years were attributed by company officials
to the loss of business (Tr. 1185).

36. Walnut Crave Dairy, Inc. ,

sold primarily to home delivery

customers. Although sales remained at a high levcl between 1953
and 1959 , the profits showed a gradual but consistent decline until
1960 when there was an actual loss of over $1 000. The record

shows that it lost many home delivery customers in 1959 , in which
year its sales dropped about 10 percent bclow the proceeding year

level (CX 655). An even greater loss in sales was sustained in
1960. The record indicates that much of this decline in sales was
due to the loss of home delivery customers to the chain stores (CX
655). Walnut Crovc went out of business on May 1 , 1961.
37. In the case of Carrithers Creamery, Inc. ,

sales declined from

000 in 1956. Thereafter sales increased again reaching a peak of $470 000 in 1960. Thc company
experienced net profits for the first three years , but thereafter sustained losses of varying amounts. Thus , with sales in 1957 about
3 percent higher than in 1954 , the loss was over $11 000 compared
to a profit of over $1 000 in 1954. The difference in profits for these
a high of $333 000 in 1952 to $262

years is largely attributable to increased costs

, but part ,

at least

000 , is due to discounts Carrithers paid to meet competition
(CX 692 , 694-

, 697)- As in the case of Purity Maid , some of the

wholesale customers were lost when these customers concentrated

more of their purchases with a single dairy in order to earn the
higher discount rates. In at least four instances , Dean was the
beneficiary and Carrithers the victim of such diversion of business

(CX 698).
38. Shannon

s Dairy had increased profits

from 1953 to 1956.

Thereafter , profits diminished until there was an actual loss in
1960. It went out of business in 1961 (Tr. 1227).
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39. The sales of Oscar Ewing, Inc. , remained at a fairly consistent high level from 1952 through 1960. In fact , 1959 and 1960
sales were relatively good ,

being substantially higher than any

other year in that decade. Profjts , however , took a sharp drop

in 1956 when a small loss was sustained and this loss increased
to a maximum of 8111

000 in 1960. Much of the loss by Ewing

can bc attributed to increased

costs of operation. Nevertheless

discounts paid by Ewing to meet competition were also a contributing factor to the loss picture. In 1956 , about 828 000 in discounts
were paid. The discounts paid for 1958 , 1959 , and 1960 were
$31 000 , $37 000 and S57 000 respectively. Moreover , much of the
increased sales figures for Ewing for 1958 , 1959 , and 1960 were
only diversions of raw milk to other handlers , making a comparison
of sales alone misleading (CX 640- 41).
40. Plainview Farms , Inc. , experienced consistently high sales
during the period involved and sustained profits from 1951 through
1955. From 1956 on , the company experienced varying losses
reaching a high of $116 000 in 1959. Plainview has discontinued

processing fluid milk products (Tr. 3581). The declining profit
picture of this company appears to be due to higher expenses. The
record , however , does not contain the financial data in sufficient
detail to be sure , particuJarly since the accounting classifications
employed in the records submitted are not necessarily consistent
from year to year (RX 155). It is clear , nevertheless , that Plain-

view lost many of its home delivery customers in late 1958 and
early 1959 as a result of the lower prices being charged by the
chain store (CX 719- 20).
41. Yon Allmen Brothers ,

Inc. , after sustaining losses of $5

000

in each of 1955 and 1956 , went out of business in 1957.

42. The record

contains no information with respect to the

profits or losses sustained by Sealtest.
43. RX 160 purports to show the following market share for
Dean in Louisville alone:
Year
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

Class 1 Per Cent of Market

6.42

These percentages were computed by dividing the respondents
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sales in the city of Louisvi1e into the total Class 1 sales of al1

dairies regulated by Federal Order No. 46. Most of the dairies re-

porting under that order had sales outside

the city of Louisvi1e

as wel1 as outside the market area covered by the order. The re-

sulting figures for Dean

s market share in Louisvi1e alone cannot

be accepted inasmuch as they represent an inappropriate comparison between part of Dean s sales and al1 sales of the other
dairies (Tr. 3703 ,

44. Some of

3120-

, 3238 , CX 885).

the loss of home delivery business by the Louisvi1e

dairies was due to the introduction of gal10n jugs which were sold
both in grocery stores and jug or dairy stores. Computations offered
by the respondents purport to show that the percentage of gal10n
jug use to total homogenized milk use increased from 6. 2 percent
in 1958 to 19. 67 percent in 1960 (RX 12 , 23). There is also some
testimony to the effect that the gal10n jug was a very competitive

price item and was responsible for the lowering of milk prices (Tr.
3049). The record is silent , however , regarding the prices or pricing
practices of the dairy store operators. Moreover , the computed increase in gallon jug use from 6. 2 percent to 19. 67 percent is not
necessarily correct. The statistics used to arrive at this increase
include not only

gallon jug

military contracts involving

utilization but institutional sales and
bulk

milk (Tr. 3830)

- Moreover ,

the

statistics comprehend three different market areas: In 1958 the
market area under consideration for Federal Order No. 46 was the
so- cal1ed

Louisvile market. In March 1960 , Federal Order No. 46
took in Lexington as well. It was then that the percentage use of
gallons and bulk milk rose abruptly from 14. 95 to 19. 97 percent. In
1962 the area was enlarged to include Evansville as well (CX 904

Tr. 3833). In addition , the alleged " significance " of gallon jug

usage does not survive a close scrutiny. Respondents stress the importance of dairy stores , citing Ehrler s Dairy and Haywood as the
ones " most mentioned. " Ehrler s utilization of bulk and gallons in
October 1959 was only 1.02 percent of the total homogenized milk
usage in the area. For the same month , Haywood' s

utilization of

bulk and gallons was only . 0008 percent of the total homogenized
milk usage (CX 905). The same exhibit shows that Grand Avenue
usage in October 1959 was . 84 percent. Some dairy stores such as
Cream Top did not even carry gallon jugs (Tr. 2923).
It is concluded and found , therefore , that the gallon jug business
of the dairies in the Louisvi1e market has not been shown to have
had any real and meaningful effect upon the home delivery business
of Louisvi1e dairies.

* '"
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45. A major

contention of the respondents is that the dairies

;n the Louisvi1e area have engaged in a conspiracy to fix prices
and that as a result there was no competition which the respond-

ents could have injured by discriminatory pricing. The record disc10ses that since at least 1946 and until 1952 there had been a 1

cent per quart differential in retail price between creamline and
homogenized milk. During the same time there was a
12

consistent

cent diferential between the wholesale and retail price (RX

142). In 1948 ,

all of the principal dairies in the LouisviIle market

were indicted for aIleged fixing of milk prices in violation of the
Sherman Act (RX 10). Certain of the defendants were fined fol-

lowing their pleas' of nolo contendere (RX 11). Although there is

an admission of price fixing prior to 1948 in the record (Tr. 2444),
this is denied for the period foIl owing (Tr. 2448).

When Dean entered the Louisvi1e market in 1952 , respondents
argue the conspiracy among competing dairies continued. They cite
the fact that the dairies admitted to discussing their costs under

Federal Order No. 46 (Tr. 2449); that the dairies tried to find out
seIling (Tr. 2892); that
the dairies Wed various lawsuits against Dean and even Sealtest
seeking to have both dairies raise their milk prices (Tr. 2686 , 2763
2678 , 2680 , 2804 , RX 71 , Tr. 2889); that , according to some of
the price at which their competitors were

officials , the compcting dairies conspired with the
union s business agent to force the respondents to pay higher wages
and , failing this , to institute a strike in the respondents ' plant; and

the respondents '

that Seal test had harassed the respondents with excessive

for processing.

The record ,

charges

however , contains no evidence of any post 1948

agreement among the competing dairies for the fixing of sales prices
nor does it contain any evidence from which such inference may

be drawn .

The mere uniformi ty of milk prices among competing

dairies is insufficient , nor is the exchange of price jnformation
necessarily eviL

Pevely Dairy Co.

v.

United States,

369 (8th Cir. 1949) states:

178 F. 2d 363

Neither of them had any power or authority to fix prices and the information given was not with reference to any lJUrposc to fix prices in the
future but with reference to prices which had already been fixed
The evidence is undisputed that they did

not

make any agreement with
undisputed that they did

reference to the fixing of prices and it is cquaJIy

not communicate the knowledge of the changes determined upon by reaSDn
of any agrecment between the dairy companies.

A comparison of prices charged by Sea1test (RX 104), Ewing (CX
650), and Plainview (CX 717) reveals a numbcr of instances where
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there were significant differences among the competing dairies.
Moreover ,

prior to 1954 , many of the companies sold at uniform

priees to all their customers and no

discounts were employed,

Sealtest , however , did grant a discount to chain stores (RX 107).
After 1954 there were a variety of discounts given by the dairies.
Kannapel had a 2 to 5 percent quantity discount (CX 735) between
April 1959 and October 1960 , at which time Ewing and Cream Top
were giving 7 percent (CX 634 ,

648). Cherokee used one set of

discounts during the whole period between 1954 and 1960 (CX

689). Sealtest did not commence quantity discounts until 1957

(RX 104).
The probability of a price- fixing conspiracy is further diminished
by the fact that the same companies were sustaining very modest

returns on sales. Walnut Grove s return on sales

for 1950 was

81%; Mellwood' s was 1.06% in 1952; Purity Maid had 2, 08%
in 1952 and Cream Top 0. 64% in 1951 (CX 654 , 656 , 721 , 635).
It strains one s credulity to believe that these dairies conspired to

perpetuate a price structure which would result in such small

returns.

It is therefore found that sufficient evidence has not been adduced from which may be concluded that a price fixing conspiracy

existed among the LouisviHe dairies between 1952 and 1960.
46. Assuming, arguendo , that a price- fixing conspiracy never-

theless did exist when the respondents entered the Louisvi1e mar-

ket in 1952 and continued thereafter , the effect of which conspiracy
was to eliminate competition among the conspirators , it does not
appear that this constitutes a legal excuse for the respondents

discriminatory pricing.

The legal relevancy of this conspiracy

first arose in connection

with a motion to quash a subpoena directed to National Dairy
Products Corporation , in which documentary evidence of the
alleged conspiracy was sought- In a ruling dated February 27 , 1963,

the motion to quash was denied. In that ruling it was pointed out
that a Section 2(a) violation stands on two legs-one of price
discrimination and another of competitive injury. If the respondents
could disprove either of these elements , it would not be guilty of
a 2 (a) violation ,

Evidence of the alleged conspiracy was allowed to
go into this record for a clearer understanding of the nature of the
competition which respondents argue their price
had not injured. In

Moore

discrimination

Mead Service Co

348 U. S. 115 (1954),
responden t would not be

the trial court charged the jury that the
liable if the price cutting was for the purpose of regaining its own
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market or for re- establishing competition and not to destroy competition or eliminate a competitor. The Supreme Court took note
of the charge and affirmed the lower court' s action.
The evidence of the al1eged conspiracy is , therefore , pertinent to
show whether the respondents in this case were acting to regain
their own market or re- establish competition rather than destroy it.
Since respondents were new entrants to the market under con-

sideration , there is no issue of regaining their own market. With
respect to re-establshing or injuring competition , however , the
record is abundantly clear , as shown above , that the respondents

competitors in many instances lost wholesale business when they
failed to meet the discount schedule of the respondents , and/or

retail business when home delivery customers turned to the chain
stores because of the latters ' lowered prices , which in turn were the
result of discriminatory discounts given them. Even more marked
was the sudden loss of profits , even when sales were apparently

not impaired. Even though it is undoubtedly true , as respondents
argue , that home delivery business diminished with the growth of
chain stores and the use of paper cartons in the chain stores and

tha t the dairies suffered because of increased costs as wel1 as by
the growth of the jug stores , this cannot constitute a license to the
respondents to enter upon a campaign of discriminatory pricing with
further anti-competitive effects. It is sufficient if respondents ' discriminatory practices injured competition or eliminated a competi.

tor even though there were other factors contributing to such injury or elimination. Any other result would , in effect , open the door
to predatory sel1ers in any area troubled with high costs , diverted
business , lost sales , or any of the other problems of marketing which
can beset a group of sel1ers. It cannot be the Congressional intent
in Section 2 (a) to add to the burdens and woes of such sel1ers the
added and perhaps ultimate burden of competition by discriminatory pricing.

47. It is therefore concluded and found that even if a price
fixing conspiracy had existed among the respondents ' competitors in

the Louisvil1e market , the effect of which was to eliminate effective

competition among them , Dean

s entry into this market in 1952
although creating competition between it and the al1eged conspira-

tors , nevertheless injured that competition , eliminated some of the

competitors and otherwise resulted in the evils prescribed by Section 2 (a) of the Act.
C.

Competitive Injury to Respondents ' Customers

48. Under Dean s system of discounts described above chain
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A &
, and in many
instances cooperative buying groups such as Little Giant , Gateway
Markets , and Key Markets , qualified for the top quantity discounts

accounts such as Winn- Dixie , Kroger , and

even though individual stores were purchasing quantities substantially below the quantities needed to qualify for the top discounts (Tr. 307 , CX 155 , 230). On occasion , member stores of cooperative huying groups received the top quantity discounts even

though the required average daily points were not met by each of
the member stores.
49. In 1958 and 1959 , Dean s products were sold in the A & P
stores , the Kroger stores , Winn- Dixie and Albers Colonial in the

Falls Cities area. These stores and other chain stores pursued

a

consistent poJicy of extensive advertising of Dean s dairy products
(CX 8 , 82 , 94 , 4 , 745; Tr. 1453).
50. There is a Gateway Market located diagonally across the
street from a Winn- Dixie store on the Dixie Highway. There is also
a Stop & Shop store located directly across the street from Gate-

way. The Gateway store is also in competition with A & P. During

the latter part of February 1959 and until April 8 of that year
Gateway was receiving an 81; percent discount from Dean. At the
same time A & P and Stop & Shop (operated by Albers Colonial)

were receiving a 10 percent discount from Dean. Similarly between
April 8 and April 30 , 1959 , Gateway received only 7 percent , whiJe
the others got 10 percent discounts. At the same time Winn- Dixie
was getting an 81; percent discount (CX 3 , 4 , 5 , 625). Winn- Dixie

received a higher discount even though in many instances the individual Gateway store

s purchases were greater than the purchases

3/6 CX 5 Z- 57 171).
from the individual Winn- Dixie stores (CX 5
51. Another Gateway owner testified that being in competition
with Kroger , Winn- Dixie and other chains made it necessary to
meet the competitive price advertised and that since his net margin
was approximately 1 percent , a difference of 1 percent in his cost
was of substantial importance (Tr- 1510- 14).

52. Beechmont Super Market is one block away from a Kroger
store (CX 34 , 116). During part of February 1959 , Kroger s discount from Dean was 3 percent higher than Beechmont' s. There-

1959 , Kroger s was 2 percent higher than Beechpercent
1112
mont' s. For the balance of April 1959 , Kroger s was
located
four
higher than Beechmont' s. Parkatt Super Market is

after until April 7 ,

blocks from the Kroger store and five blocks from Beechmont Super
Market. Between February and April 1959 , Parkatts discounts

from Dean were 51; to 61; percent less than Kroger s and between
2 and 4 percent below Beechmont' s (CX 3V- Z1).

The record con-
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tains other instances of discriminatory pricing by Dean among retailers located within four to ten blocks of each other (CX 615
160 ,

4 S,

116 , 8 Z-

, 4

53. It is , therefore ,

3 O- Q, 615 Z- 166 ,

4J

, 3

C).

found that the discount schedule

employed

by the respondents in the Louisvile market area resulted in cost
differences among its store customers , which cost differences ran
substantial1y higher than 1 percent , in many instances 6 or 8
percent , and that such differences in cost were substantial. It is
further found that the customers of the respondents paying such

higher prices suffered competitive injury as a result.
It would greatly handicap effective enforcement of the Act to require

testi-

mony to show that which we believe to be self- evident , namely, that there is
a " reasonable possibility " that competition may be adversely affected by a
practice under which manufacturers and producers sel! their goods to some
customers substantially cheaper than they sell like goods to the competitors
of these customers. This showing in itself is sufficient to justify our
conclusion that the Commission s findings of injury to cDmpetition were adequately
supported by evidence

Federal Trade Commission

llforton Salt Co. , 334

v.

U. S. 37 (1948).

The Terre Haute , Indiana , Market Area

III.

54. Dean I1inois entered the Terre Haute market in 1954. The

market was supplied from Dean s processing plant in Rochester
Indiana. Much of its raw milk came from Indiana producers (Tr.
1852). Subsantial amounts , however , came from outside the State
of Indiana (CX 531-

, 545- 48;

Tr. 218- 22).

55. The shipments of the processed dairy products by Dean to
its customers in Terre Haute , Indiana , were concededly intrastate
shipments. Price quotations , however , were submitted by Dean

from its main office in Franklin Park , I1inois , to the Kroger offices
in Indianapolis , Indiana (CX 801). Bilings by Dean were sub-

mitted from its Franklin Park office to Kroger in Indianapolis (CX
802- 53; Tr. 1586 ,

1594

, 1866). It is ,

therefore

, found that Dean

sales to Kroger in Terre Haute were in interstate
Shreveport Macaroni Manufacturing Company
Commission

321 F. 2d 404 (5th Cir. 1963);

FTC Docket No. 7475 , May 23 ,
Dairy
Co- v.
United States , supra.
56. Dean

v.

commerce.

Federal Trade

Foremost Dairies , Inc.
1963 (62 F.

C. 1344J;

Pevely

s sales manager testified that when Dean entered the

Terre Haute market it sold at the prevailing list prices and gave
quantity discounts only later when it learned other dairies were
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doing that. His testimony, however , was unsure in point of time or
1887). In contradiction to these seJl-serving state-

amount (Tr.

ments , several of Dean s customers testified that it was Dean who
initiated discounts in the Terre Haute market (Tr. 1702 , 1726

1792). It is found , therefore , that Dean did not adopt the discount
schedules of its competitors in the Terre Haute market, but initiated them. Assuming, arguendo , that Dean did adopt its competitors ' discounts , the defense of meeting competition is nevertheless
unavailable to Dean if it adopted the discriminatory system of
pricing employed hy a competitor.
A. E- Staley Mfg.

Federal Trade Commission

Co. , 324 U. S. 746 (1945).

57. Betwecn January 1958 and September 1960 , Dean employed
from 2 to 10

a discount schedule for its customers which ranged

percent; between 2 and 7 percent was allowed independents in 1958

(CX 764- 75); 5 to 10 percent was paid them in 1959 and until
September 1960. During the entire period , however , Kroger stores
received a 10 percent discount (CX 776-

, 801).

58. One of Dean s customers , Elmerick Brothers , located four
blocks away from the Kroger store and in competition with that

store , received discounts of 4 or 5 percent compared to Kroger s 10
percent. His annual net margin of profit fanged from 2 to 3 percent
(Tr. 1683-

, 1714).

59. Beatty s Grocery, anothef of Dean s customers located four
blocks from a Kroger store , received 5 percent discount compared

to Kroger s 10 percent (Tr . 1737- 39). There was similar testimony
from other individuals of the Terre Haute area (Tr. 1784 , 1801

supra the differs
milk
raises
the
reasonable
probability
ence in price paid fOf Dean
of competitive injury. Although the amount of money involved in
the failure of these grocers to receive the maximum discounts which
1776). As in the case of the Louisville grocers

was allowed Kroger averages less than $3 per week , which the
respondent urges should be deemed in the

de minimis

small proportion of a grocer s customers can

category, a

infJuence the price

policy of the entire operation.

There are certain subtle but very important aspects of the concept of price
elasticity as it applies to food retailing especially. Certain customers of a
retail food establishment are apt to be very price conscious and thus would
respond promptly to price changes made by one vendor , and others not so
price conscious would either be slow to respond or would not respond at all.
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It follows ,
certain

therefore , that the patronage of most food stores is composed of a
percentage of customers who
aTe
easily enticed by low- price specials.

Since the profit of the operation is derived in part at least from this volatile
Thus , a small proportion of
one s customers might influence the price policy of the entire operation.
Cassady,
Competition and Price 2Vlaking in Food Retailing (1962).
group it is important to retain their patronage .

As the Court stated in the

Morton Salt

case supra:

There are many articles in a grocery store that , considered separately, are
comparatively small parts of a merchant's stock. Congress intended to protect
the merchant from competitive injury attributable to discriminatory prices
on any or all goods sold in interstate commence , whether the particular goods

constituted a major or minor portion of his stock. Since a grocery store

consists of many comparatively small articles , there is no possible way effectively to protect a grocer from discriminatory prices except by applying the
prohihitions of the Act to each individual article in the store. (At page 49.

IV.

The Evansville , Indiana , Market Area

60. Dean entered the Evansvile , Indiana , market in 1952 , using
Cardinal Distributing Company as distributor (Tr. 2114). Immediately upon its entry, Dean established a price for its homogenized milk at the same level that the Evansville dairies were selling their creamline milk and 1 cent lower than the established
Evansville price for homogenized milk (Tr. 519). Dean s prices in
Evansville were 2 cents per haJl gallon lower than Dean s prices in
Louisvile (CX 609 Z-

, 4 , 5 , 6 , 8 , 10 , 11 , 12 , 14 , 15 , 21 ,

23; 590;

923; Tr. 676).

61. Prior to Dean s entry in the Evansville market , the Blue
Ribbon Dairy had been supplying Kroger and A & P. Dean replaced

Blue Ribbon in the Kroger stores (Tr. 487), and took away much
of Blue Ribbon s A & P business as well (Tr. 488). Blue Ribbon
production fell from 1200 gallons of milk per day in 1952 to 750
gallons of milk per day in 1953. Blue Ribbon went out of business
in September 1953.

62. Dairy Service , Inc. , was another Evansvile dairy. Between
April 1953 and April 1954 , its sales declined approximately $40 000

and its profits fell from over $7
63. Dairy Service reduced

000 to less than $2

000 (CX 587).

its price to remain competitive

with

Dean , but went out of business on May 1 , 1954 (Tr- 375).
64. In July 1954 , Dcan introduced quantity discounts in the
Evansville market. These discounts allowed quantity purchasers
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lower net prices than other customers and , in addition , certain

customers were given service and handling discounts (CX 44 , 45).
65. Among Dean s customers receiving the highest discounts in

the Evansvil1e market were the A & P stores , who , between June
and November 1960 , were charged approximately 32 cents per haJl
gallon. Dean s delivered cost during that time was more than 37
cents per haJl gal10n (CX 45 , 616 Z- 44/55 , 607 Z- 102/214).

66. American Dairy is another
area. Its sales and profits for the

10ca1 dairy in the Evansvil1e
fiscal years 1957 , 1958 , 1959

and 1960 are as fol1ows (CX 587):

1957
1958
1959
1960

.

Sales

Profits

663 144
501 531
2,490 735
509 347

$33,452
22,453
27,440
072

Much is made of the fact that the American Dairy increased its
wholesale routes from 10 to 17 (Tr. 644).

Actual1y, however ,

it

acquired four routes from each of two companies with which it
merged during that period (Tr. 647).
67. Dean s sales and profits or losses for 1958/1960 in the
Evansville area are as fol1ows:

Sales

Profits or (Losses)

. $255 842

1958
1959
1960

288 356
324 247

($7 371)
917
871)

For the same years Dean granted discounts of $10 943 , $20 448
and $27 793 respectively.

68. Respondents compute Dean

s share of the Evansville market

at less than 2 percent. The computation for Dean s share comprehends only Dean s sales in the EvansviHe area. The computations

made for the other dairies in the EvansviHe area inc1ude sales both
within and without that area. This discrepancy renders the con-

c1usion of 2 percent for Dean suspect and unacceptable. A1though
it is conceded and found as a fact that American Dairy and Ideal
have larger shares of the EvansviHe market than does Dean , the fact
that Dean has a relatively small share of the market does not give
it an exemption from the antitrust law-

Life Sauers ,

Inc_

H. J. Heinz Co.

181 F. Supp. 452 (S.

v.

Beech-nut

Y- 1960). The fact re-
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mains that the respondents are a large dairy, having operations

in a number of states. Although their operations in Evansvile were
relatively smal1 , their overal1 financial resources were not. Their
sale of dairy products in Evansvile at prices lower than they
charged in Louisvile despite increased costs , with the resulting
price for homogenized milk below the preestablished competitive
level in Evansvile for such milk , constituted territorial price discrimination and forced two dairies out of

business even before

the introduction of quantity discounts. With the introduction of
quantity discounts , even large competitors found their business
affected and profits reduced.

V.

The Henderson, Kentucky, Market Area
69. Dean Kentucky entered the Henderson ,

Kentucky, market

in 1952 , using Cardinal Distributing Company as the distributor.
In 1957 , the respondents took over Cardinal' s routes in Henderson.

70. The price of homogenized milk in the Henderson market
by

prior to Dean s entry was 2311 cents per quart. Dean began
charging 2011 cents per quart or 40 cents per haJl

same time ,

in November

gal1on. At the

1952 , Dean was charging 2 cents more

per haJl gal10n for the same milk in Louisvile despite the added
cost of bringing the milk from Louisvil1e to Henderson.
71. The Henderson Creamery Company, Inc. , is a local dairy in
Henderson , Kentucky, which supplied the Kroger stores with dairy
products until 1952. When Dean came into the market it took away
virtually al1 of the Kroger business from Henderson Creamery
(Tr. 693).

72. In May 1953 , as a result of court action instituted by
Henderson Creamery, Dean was restrained from sel1ing at prices
lower than it charged in

Louisvil1e except as necessary to meet

competition.
73. In July 1955 ,

Henderson Creamery discovered that Dean

had been granting quantity discounts to customers for some time.

Henderson Creamery took steps to meet these discounts (Tr. 723;
CX 605).
74. In 1958 , Henderson Creamery made a profit of over $15 000This was reduced to 86 000 in 1959 , and in 1960 it incurred a loss
of over $7

000 (CX 598).
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75. In addition to Dean s territorial price discrimination by its
charging less to Henderson customers than to its Louisvile cus-

tomers , Dean resorted to sales below cost on different occasions.
Dean s delivered cost per haJl gallon of homogenized milk
Henderson between June and November 1960 ranged from a low
of 36. 32 cents to a high of 39. 61

cents (CX 616 Z- 45/55)- During

the samc time , Dean s price to A & P in Henderson was 31.5 cents
(CX 42 , 607 Z- 102/214).
76. It is found , therefore , that Dean s practice of price dis-

crimination in the Henderson market area has been , or may be
substantially to lessen or destroy competition between the respondcnts and their competitors.

The Lexington , Kentucky, Market Area
77. Dcan entered the Lexington , Kentucky, market area December 1 , 1958. Its initial price schedule to A & P in Lexington called

VI.

for 36 cents per haJl ga11on. Its charge to A & P in the Fa11s Cities
market at the same time was 37.4 cents per haJl gallon (CX 1 M
, 39 , 42 A & B , 606 Z , 200 , 212). Dean s delivered cost in Lexington for a haJl ga110n of homogenized milk in December 1958

was more than 44 cents , and , in fact , a11 of the products sold in
Lexington by Dean at that time were being sold below cost.
78. Dean reduced its Lexington price to A & P on December
15 to 34. 9 cents , thus increasing the spread between it and the
Fa11s Cities price. In addition ,

at various times during 1958 and

1959 , Dean gave certain free gifts such as 8 ounces of cottage cheese

or a quart of buttermilk with a half ga110n of homogenized milk.
79. Prior to Dean s entry into the Lexington market , the established price for haJl gallons of homogenized milk was 38 cents (CX
730; Tr. 1370). Dean , however , engaged in territorial price discrimination , not merely meeting the 38 cent price level but reducing
the price to 36 cents and then to 34. 9 cents. The 38 cent price was

not reached by Dean until April 1959. Respondents defend the program of low prices and give- a ways as merely temporary promotional
campaigns. Four months , however , appcar to be unduly long for
staged at weekly intervals , or
give- a ways
mere promotion , nor are
nearly such , over a period of four months merely promotional.
80. In addition to the price cuts on homogenized milk and the
reductions on other

give- away programs ,

Dean engaged in price

commodities such as cottage cheese and Vim , offering them for
salc at substantia11y below cost (CX 1 N , 606 Z- 232).
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81. From December 1958 through December 1959 , Dean sustained a net operating loss in the Lexington market for each of the
months involved. In 1960 , it also had a loss in that market. Sales
however , increased from only $9 000 in December 1958 to over
$19 000 in December 1960 (CX 616 2- 252/331).
82. Ashland Dairies ,

Inc. , a local dairy operating in the Lexing-

ton market , served both A & P and Winn- Dixie. When Dean entered
the Lexington market with prices below the preestablished prices
in the area , both Winn- Dixie and A & P stopped doing business
with Ashland (Tr. 1369 , 1375).
ceeded $26 000 (CX 722).

Winn- Dixie

s annual purchases ex-

83. As a result of its lowered costs , A & P reduced its price to
customers from 42 cents to 39 cents. Ashland met Dean s price reduction (Tr. 1376) as well as the give-away program instituted by
Dean. Ashland sustained a loss of over $5 000 for the month of
December 1958 compared to a profit of almost $3 000 for the month
of December 1957 (Tr. 1380).
84. Ashland went out of business

in April 1961.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The Federal Trade Commission has

jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents.

2. Respondents have engaged in commerce within

the meaning

of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act , as amended.
3. In the course of such commerce respondents have

discrim-

inated in price between different purchasers of commodities of like
grade and quality.

4. The effect

of such discrimination has been , and may be

substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly
or to injure ,

destroy, or prevent competition with any person who

either grants or knowingly receives the benefit of such discrimina-

tion or with customers of either of them.
5. Proof is lacking that the respondents '

lower prices to some of
good
faith
to
meet an equally low
their customers were made in
price of a competitor.
6. The acts and practices of the respondents , as charged in the
complaint , are in violation of subsection (a) of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act , as amended.
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ORDER

I t is ordered

That respondents , Dean Milk Company, a corCoo , Inc. , a corporation , and their officers
and employees , directly or through any

poration , and Dean Milk
representatives , agents

corporate or other device , in , or in connection with , the sale of

fluid milk or other dairy products in commerce , as " commerce " is
defined in the Clayton Act , as amended , do forthwith cease and
desist from , directly or indirectly, discriminating in price by se11ing
fluid milk or other dairy products of Eke grade and quality to any
purchaser at a net price higher than the price granted to other

purchasers:

1. Where respondents ,

in the sale of said products ,

are in

competition with any other se11er.
2. Where any

purchaser who pays the higher price does

in fact compete in the resale of said products with the pur-

chaser who receives the benefit of the lower price.

0.42

0.46

,a.
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OCTOBER 22, 1965

By DIXON Commissioner:

The complaint in this case charged respondents with violations
of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act , as amended,' through discriminations in price which may substantially lessen competition or
injure , destroy, or prevent competition as proscribed by the statute
on both the seller or primary level and the customer or secondary
level. The examiner found that the allegations of the complaint

had been sustained and the case is presently before the Commission on appeal by respondents from the examiner

s initial decision.

Respondent Dean Milk Company, hereinafter referred to as
Dean Illinois , maintains its executive offices in Franklin Park
Ilinois , and is engaged in the processing and sale of fluid milk and
other dairy products in a number of states. Some of its operations
are carried on through subsidiaries. Respondent Dean Milk Co.
Inc. , located in Louisville , Kentucky, and hereinafter referred to
as Dean Kentucky, is one of these subsidiaries. Dean Kentucky

was organized in 1952 and operates a processing plant in Louisville
which supplies surrounding Kentucky and Indiana areas with Dean
products. The examiner disregarded the separate corporate entities
of these respondents and held that for the purposes of this case

Dean Kentucky could be considered to be a branch of Dean Ilinois.
The evidence demonstrates that Dean Kentucky is wholly owned

by Dean Ilinois and that the acquisition of a Louisville dairy,
the genesis of the subsidiary, was financed from the earnings of
the parent. During 1952 and 1953 , funds from the earnings of Dean
Ilinois were made available to Dean Kentucky. ' A substantial
portion of the capital necessary for the construction of a new
processing and bottling plant in Louisville was loaned to Dean

Kentucky hy Dean Ilinois. Part of this loan was discharged through

issuance of stock by Dean Ilinois. '
poration

Four of the Kentucky cor-

s five directors serve concurrently as directors of the

parent. Three of the four primary officers of Dean Kentucky are
officers of Dean Ilinois and reside in Ilinois rather than in Kentucky.. ' These officers of the subsidiary receive no salary or other
compensation from the subsidiary, but are wholly paid by the parent company.. '
149 Stat. 1526

"Tr.
JTr.

The sole official of the subsidiary who is not in some

(1936),

ISU.

C. 13(a).

1650- 165.1.
1659- 1662.

'Tr. 1652- 1654; ex 744(A), (C).

'Tr.

1657.

),

::: :::
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way directly affiJiated with the parent is Mr. Tom T. Thompson
a director and vice- president of Dean Kentucky. During 1952- 1960
the span of time covered by the evidence ,

Mr. Thompson resided in
Louisvile , where he functioned as general manager of the Ken-

tucky operation ,

and received his salary from the subsidiary. How-

manager for the
including the Kentucky company, and rcsided in Tennessee. " Thompson apparently had JittJe
independence in his management of the Kentucky operation. The
vice- president in charge of sales of Dean Ilinois , although not an
officer or director of the subsidiary, was charged with the "*
responsibility to see that each division manager , such as Mr.
ever ,

at the time of the hearing, he was regional

parent's entife southern operation ,

Thompson in Memphis and Louisvile operates his division at
profit. "

In this position ,

he issued instructions on policy matters

to Thompson. Operational decisions , such as decisions to change
prices , grant additional discounts , or initiaLe advertising programs
were subject to the final approvaJ of the parent' s officers.' In addition , the cost accounting, advertising, and labor relations problems of the Kentucky corporation were handled by the parent from
its Ilinois office , and the persons performing these functions
received compensation from the pafent rather than from the

subsidiary.
Considered in the aggregate ,

al1 of these factors indicate a sub-

stantial degree of identity between Dean Ilinois and Dean Kentucky and justify a conclusion that Dean Kentucky, father than
being an independent entity, is operated as a completely control1ed
division or branch of Dean Ilinois. Where a parent corporation
dominates a subsidiary to such an extent that the subsidiary is

merely an agent or an instrumentality of the parent ,

and where

there is sufficient public interest involved , the corporate entity may
v.
DuBois , 312
be disregarded.
Consolidated Rock Products Co.
v.
Lewellyn 248 U. S. 71 (1918);
S. 510 (1941);
Gulf Oil Corp.
Southern Pacific Co v. Lowe 247 U. S. 330 (1918);
Chicago , M. &
. P. Ryv. Minn. Civic Assn. 247 U- S. 490 (1918);
United States
v.

Lehigh Valley R. R.

Co.

220 U. S.

257 (1911);

J. Corp.

Uranium Aire , Inc. 311 F. 2d 749 (9th Cir. 1962);
Fitz- Patrick
Commonwealth Oil Co. 285 F. 2d 726 (5th Cir. 1960);
American
News Co. 58 F. C. 10 , 23 (1961),
aii'd , American News Co.
cert. denied
Federal Trade Commission 300 F- 2d 104 (2d Cir.
371 U.
"Tr. 285 ,

'Tr.
"Tr.

. 824 (1962). Here , ':e think the degree of dominance by
1656 ,

1673- 1677.
1669- 1G72.

1658, 1666.
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the parent over the subsidiary justifies a conclusion that Dean
I1inois was the perpetrator of the al1eged offenses and requires
that it be held accountable for the acts of its subsidiary. Accord-

ingly, the acts and transactions of Dean Kentucky wiU , for the
purposes of this case , be deemed to be those of Dean I1inois.
The price differences with which this c se is concerned occurred
in several geographical locations and are of two types- In LouisviUe
Kentucky, and in Terre Haute , Indiana , the price differences

emanated from a quantity discount system which permitted large
buyers to purchase products for lower prices than smal1er buyers
in the same market. In LouisviUe , an area served by the LouisviUe

processing plant of Dean Kentucky, complaint counsel offered
proscribed statutory

evidence to show that the system had the

effects upon competition at both the primary and secondary levels.
In Terre Haute , an area served by the Rochester , Indiana , process-

ing plant of Dean I1inois ,
fined to the secondary

the alleged statutory injury was con-

leve1. The second type of price difference

The evidence showed that respondents ' prices in Evansville , Indiana , Henderson , Kentucky, and Lexington , Kentucky, al1 of which are served by the LouisviUe procwas territorial or geographica1.

essing plant

, were lower than the prices in LouisviUe. Complaint

counsel presented evidence in support of their theory that the
price differences caused the requisite statutory injury on the sel1er

or primary level in each of these three smaller eities in which
respondents ' market position was not as well established as in
Louisvil1e. Respondents do not contest the existence of price differences on this appeal , but instead argue vigorously that the

evidence fails to show the requisite statutory injury. Since the
greater part of the evidence deals with such injury at the primary
level , the Commission wiU first address itself to that question-

A conclusion that there is a " reasonable possibility "9 of adverse

competitive effects upon competition on the primary or

sel1er

level does not require findings of either actual injury to competition or actual injury to particular competitors ,

In deciding whether the effect of a discrimination " may be "

nor does it re-

Sllbstantially to lessen compe-

tition or to injure , destroy, or prevent competition at either the primary or sccondary levels

the courts have indicated that the test to be applied is whether there is a " reasonable
sion

v.

Morlan Salt Co. 334 U. S.

mission , :124 U. S.

726 (1945);

F. 2d 401 (7th Cir. ,
47 (1st Cir. 1964).
Trade

Commission ,

37 (1948);

Corn Products Refining Co.

June 16 , 1965); Forster Mfg. Co.

cert. denied

v.

Monroe Auto Equipment Co.
v.

380 U. S. 906 (March 1 ,

239 F. 2d 152 (7th Cir. 1956),

possibility

Federal Trode Commis-

th(lt such substantial effects will emanate from the price discrimination.

Federal Trade ComCommission , 347

Federal Trade

335 F. 2d

Federal Trade Commission
1965); E.

cert. denied

Edelmann

Co.

v.

355 U. S. 941 (l!:.')t!).

Federal
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quire a finding of an intent on the part of a discriminator to injure
clearly intended to prevent in
their incipiency practices which might harm the competitive process
and thus explicitly provided that a showing of actual injury was
not necessary. Although many of the cases which have discussed
or destroy a competitor. Congress

primary line injury involve factual situations in which predation
was present , neither the legislative history of the statute nor these
cases stand for the proposition that predation is a requisite ele-

ment in primary line cases. An examination of the legislative history

of Section 2 of the Clayton Act indicates that predation , although
one of several factors to be properly used in the determination
that there is a reasonable possibility that a price discrimination

may substantially affect competition , was not made a necessary

element in such a determination. It is true that one of the motivating factors behind the passage of the Clayton Act in J 914 was a'
desire on the part of Congress to curb predatory local price cutting.
As originally proposed and as passed by the House , Section 2 of
the Clayton
Act
was a criminal statute requiring proof of a preda-

tory intent. There was no good faith meeting

of competition

proviso or defense. As explained by Representative Webb of North
Carolina , the proposed Section
: * * forbids any person to discriminate in price between different pur-

chasers of commodies in the same or different sections , if such commodities
arc soJd for use within the United States ,
and if such discriminating
sale is made with the purpose or intent to destroy or wrongfuIly injure the
business of a competitor of either such purchaser or seIler.

The " intent" clause was ampJiied by the following colloquy:
Mr. WEBB. I think the seller who gives a discount to one person and not
to another ought to he included within the provisions of this section , and is
in my opinion.
Mr. GARNER. He ought to be.
Mr. BARKLEY. But the purpose and ohject must be evil?
Mr. WEBB. Yes; the object must be evil , and to destroy the competitor or
wrongfully injure him.

In this form

, the bil was first presented to the Senate. "

passage , however , Section 2 was substantially altered. "

Before
The crim-

inal sanction for violation became civil and the good faith meeting

competition proviso was inserted. Significantly, the element of
predation was stricken , thus easing the almost insurmountabJe bur11

"i1 COllg. Ree. 9069 (1914).
Id. at 9070,

"Id

"Id.

at 13659.

at 15589, 15638
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den of establishing such an intent in every case. " It is not surprising, therefore , that the House Committee report , which referred

to the '/ destructive intent" of the discriminator , is sometimes cited
in support of the proposition that a showing of predation is neces-

sary in a primary level competitive

case.

In most of the early cases decided under Section 2 ,

some refer-

ence was made to the motives of the perpetrator of the discrimination. In some of these cases , findings of an absence of good faith
were made. However , a close reading of the cases indicates that

the purpose of the findings was to negate an effort to establish a
of competition proviso.

defense under the good faith meeting
Co.

, Fleischmann Co. 1 F. C. 119 (1918);
Pittsburgh Coal
8 F.
(1925). In others , affirmative findings of

C. 480

predation are present

, but in many instances such findings were

made in connection with charges brought under Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

1 F.

C. 259 (1918);

Pittsburgh Coal Co. ,

Pump Co.

, Wayne Oil Tanh

Galena Signal Oil Co.
supra.

2 F.

C. 446 (1920);

The most celebrated case brought under
Act is
Porto

Section 2 prior to passage of the Robinson- Patman
Rican American Tobacco Co.

v.

American Tobacco Co.

30 F. 2d

cert . denied 279 U. S. 858 (1929). There , American , a large company with substantial assets , cut its prices in Porto
234 (2d Cir. 1929),

Rico , thereby threatening the continued existence of Porto Rican,
a smaller company. ,c, In the eyes of the court , facts indicating the
possible elimination of Porto Rican constituted a sufficient show-

ing of possible substantial competitive injury. Although the evidence clearly revealed predation '" this factor is discussed in the
opinion
atter
the court had already concluded that the discrimina-

tion would substantially lessen competition and appears to have
been directed primarily toward negation of the meeting competition
H Senator Works of California made the following statement during debate before the element
of predatory intent had been deleteu.
Any legitimate eUort to prevent unfair and oppressive monopolies meets my hearty
approval. Therefore the provision of the bill making it a criminal offense to discriminate in
prices is to be commended;
but the proulsion is weahened an.d its practical effect almost completely destroyed by lnClhin!J the specific " intent thereby to destroy or wrongfully injure the
business of Cl wmpetitor " necessClry to con.,titute the offense. It would seem from this that the

fJUrpose of the bill is not to protect the public but competitors in business
What we
need to do is to protect the people of the country from unjust or exorhitant charges. Cnder this

bill ,
the

in order to establish the specific intent, to injure a competitor and not the public is made
test. And besides the fact that the theory upon which the bil proceeds is wrong, the inten.t

would generally be impossible to prove,
!C,

51 Congo Rec. at 12277 (emphOisis added).

It is interesting to note that when the discrimination

began , Porto Rican , the injured comlargest volume of sales in the local market. 30 F. 2d at 236.
'6 The COLJrt first noted that discrimination

petitor ,

had

the

was not made in good faith. Then it weDt on to

state that the evidence proves that American " intended
(Forto Rican) as a competiwr " and that it shows ",
out of business
" 30 F. 2d at 237.

to punish , ano , if possible , eliminate
plan
to put the appellee

c a design and

* *
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proviso. Although predation was c1early

one of the factors con-

sidered by the court in its determination of possible competitive
injury, there is no indication that the court regarded it as a neces-

sary element.

When Section 2 of the Clayton Act was amended by the Robinson- Patman Act in 1936 ,

predatory area price discrimination was

inc1uded within those practices prohibited by Section 3 of that Act

a criminal provision which requires proof of an anticompetitive
regarded predatory area

intent. Thus , it is apparent that Congress

price discrimination as a particularly anti competitive practice and
placed special emphasis upon it. However , there is no indication

that Congress intended to limit the application of Section 2 of the
Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson- Patman

Act, to the

type of area price discrimination actionabJe under Section 3 of the
Robinson- Patman Act or in any other way to curtail the application of Section 2 to price discriminations affecting the seller level.

As the Supreme Court ,
noted in

speaking through Chief J ustice Warren
v.

Federal Trade Commission

Anheuser- Busch ,

Inc. , 363

S. 536 (1960):
, quite true and too well known to require extensive exposiamendments to the Clayton Act were
motivated principally by congressional concern over the impact upon secondary- line competition of the burgeoning of mammouth purchasers , notably
chain stores. However , the legislative history of these amendments leaves no
doubt that Congress was intent upon strengthening the Clayton Act propart of Congress ' purpose
no
visions , not weakening them and that it was
It is , of course

tion

that the 1936 Robinson- Patman

to curtail the pre- existing

affecting primary- line

(a)

applicability of

competition.

to

price discriminations

63 U. S. at 543- 544; emphasis added.

It appears that the Robinson- Patman

Act ,

through its amend-

ment to the competitive injury test of Section 2 , actually strengthened the applicability of the price discrimination statute to nonpredatory price discrimination affecting competition among sellers.
prohibited price discrimination , the effect of
with the
injure , destroy, or prevent competition

That amendment

which may be to
grantor

of the discrimination .

As Congressman Utterback stated

the statute would apply: where a nonresident concern opens a new branch beside a local
concern , and with the use of discriminatory prices destroys and replaces the

local concern as the competitor in the local field. Competition

in the Jocal

field generally has not been lessened , since one competitor has been replaced
by another; but competition with the grantor of the discrimination has been

destroyed. "

"80 Congo Rec. a.t 9417 (1936).
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The major primary line injury cases decided subsequent to passage of the Robinson- Patman Act have , for the most part , involved
factual situations in which predation on the part of the discriminator existed. In a few cases , the intent to drive a competitor out of

E.g- , E. B. Muller
Co.
Federal Trade Commission 142 F. 2d 511 (6th Cir. 1944);
Forster
Mfg. Co.
v. Federal Trade Commission 335 F. 2d 47 (1st Cir. 1964),
business has been particularly flagrant.

cert denied

380 U. S- 906 (March 1 ,

1965). Where the intent is

boldly expressed and proved by a preponderance

of the evidence

this factor usually permeates the entire opinion and may even
eclipse the discussion of other factors. In other cases , however

predatory intent , although present , appears to be less important.
In
Moore
v.
Mead' s Fine Bread Co. 348 U. S. 115 (1954), the
Supreme Court , there speaking through Mr. Justice Douglas , found
the necessary indicia of competitive injury under Section 2 (a)
through the destruction of a competitor. The Court' s discussion of
the discriminator

s " purpose

to eliminate a competitor " occurred

solely in conjunction with its conclusion that Section 3 of the Robinson- Patman Act had been violated." In
Federal Trade Commission

Maryland Baking Co.

243 F. 2d 716 (4th Cir. 1957),

the
court of appeals , noting that there was evidence of a purpose to
drive a competitor out of business ,

affirmed with little discussion
s finding of possible injury to competition. However , the primary factors considered by the Commission in its
the Commission

determination were loss of sales and a decline in the injured com-

petitor s share of the market. Significantly, the injured competitor
there dominated 91.3% of the local market prior to the respondent'
discriminatory activities and stil controlled 58. 2% at the time of
trial." In

Co.

v.

Atlas Building Products Co.

269 F. 2d 950 (10th Cir.

1959),

Diamond Block

cert. denied

(1960), the court of appeals summed up the

Gravel
363 U. S. 843

evidence of actual

injury relied upon by the jury as follows:

There was testimony that the appellant' s

20c delivered price to the principal

contractors deprived the appellee of its " bread-and- butter " business and prevented it from enlarging its plant facilities to take care of the demand , or to
pursue a vigorous sales policy. There was evidence that in a healthy market
the appellee could have enlarged its plant within a short time to enable it
in this particular
area. (269 F. 2d at 956.

to compete for the business of the principal contractors

The jury was instructed that it might consider

the appe11ant' s size

"348 U. S. at 118. Section 3 of the Robinson- Patman Act requires a finding- that the discriminations is " for the purpose of destroying competition ,
15 D. C. 13(a).

'" 52 F.

C. 1679. 1689 (1956).

or eliminating a competitor ,
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and economic power in " determining

the tendency of the price
discrimination to substantially lessen competition and create a
monopoly. " Although the court of appeals observed that the appellant had " utilized its dominant market power for predatory ends,
there is no indication that the jury was instructed that a finding of

predatory use of market power was in any way
Balian Ice Cream

1955), cert- denied

necessary.

231 F. 2d 356 (9th Cir.
350 U.S. 991 (1956), the court specifically

Co. v.

Arden Farms Co.

dispelled the notion that a finding of predatory intent is required.
In discussing this question , the court stated:

Plaintiffs complain that the District Judge required them to prove that debut this is not true. Of
2 (a) violation , although , if the
course , intent is not an essential factor to a
intent to destroy were fDund to exist , it might tend to render the injury probfendants had an ilegal intent to destroy competition ,

able. The court did find that no defendant did any act with intent or design

to prevent or destroy competition in the ice cream products business or with
intent to restrain or lessen trade or commerce between the several states. But
this was made in negation of an allegation in plaintiffs ' complaints charging
such an intent and a conspiracy to carry it out. (231 F. 2d at 369.

That case was dismissed because the court could find no likelihood
of injury attributable to the defendant' s acts and because it was

convinced that the different prices resulted from good faith efforts
to meet competition.

Where the actual effects of a tcrritorial price discrimination
have been limited to temporary diversion of business and minor
losses of sales and profits ,

and there is no indication of predation

the courts have manifested a reluctance to find possible competitive
, Minneapolis- Honeywell
injury and a violation of Section 2(a).
Regulator CoCir. 1951),
Inc.

v.

v.

Federal Trade Commission

cert. dismissed

344 U.s. 206 (1952);

Federal Trade Commission

191 F. 2nd 786 (7th
Anheuser- Busch,

289 F. 2d 835 (7th Cir. 1961).

In
Minneapolis- Honeywell the respondent' s share of the market
decreased from 73 percent to 60 percent , while that of its competitors increased. Moreover , it appears that the prices charged

by its competitors were generally lower than those of that respond-

ent and there was no evidence that it undercut competitors ' prices.
In
Anheuser- Busch the only visible effects of the discrimination
were temporary shifts in market shares. The absence of evidence

of permanent changes in the market structure appears to have been
crucial in the court' s conclusion that no actual injury to compe-

tition had occurred. In holding that there was no showing that the
price reductions may produce adverse effects upon competition,
the court noted the absence of any predatory intent and com-
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mented upon the fact that the respondent seemed to be using its
market strength fairlyIt is the Commission s opinion that a finding of possible sub-

stantial competitive injury on the seller level is warranted in the
absence of predation where the evidence shows significant diversion of business from the discriminator s competitors to the discriminator or diminishing profits to competitors resulting either
from the diversion of business or from the necessity of meeting
the discriminator s lower prices , provided that these immediate
actual effects portend either a financial crippling of those com-

petitors , a possibility of an anticompetitive concentration of business in larger sel1ers , or a significant reduction in the number of

sellers in the market. In such a situation ,

the finding of possible

competitive injury is not bottomed solely upon the fact that there

has been or may continue to be diversion of business or loss of
profits. Instead , the emphasis is placed upon the reasonably foreseeable results of the diversion or loss of profits. If the diversion

of business and loss of profits herald a trend toward further losses
of business and profits and the increased concentration of business

in fewer sellers , or there is a reasonable possibility that some sellers
will be driven out of business , there is then sufficient cause to conclude that the effect of the price discrimination may be substantially to lessen competition or tend toward creation of a monopoly,
as proscribed by the original Section 2 of the Clayton Act or that
competition with the discriminator may be lessened or injured , as

proscribed by the Robinson- Patman

amendment to Section 2. Al-

though the demise or potential elimination of only one competitor
will not automatically result in a finding of seller line competitive

injury, the actual or possible elimination of a

single seller in a

market in which there are only a few sellers or where there is a
reasonable possibility that a continuation of the price discrimina-

tion will cause the elimination of others wil be sufficient to support the required finding. Moreover , if there is a reasonable possibility that the diversion of business or loss of

profits attributable

to the price discrimination has already rendered or will render
competing sellers less able to compete with the discriminator by
preventing the expansion of facilities or the use of aggressive sales
or advertising campaigns , or otherwise , statutory injury as pro
scribed by the Robinson- Patman amendment to Section 2 of the

Clayton Act has occurred. Thus , if a large national firm enters a
new market with the intent of merely securing a foothold in the
market or of wresting a share of the market from another competitor , either smaller or larger , but , in carrying out this legitimate
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purpose , utilizes a price discrimination which actually lessens or
which may lessen the ability of local firms to compete with it , the

requisite statutory injury has occurred. In determining whether
or not there is a reasonable possibility that the ability of local
firms to compete with the new entrant wiH be lessened , factors

such as the relative sizes of the new entrant and the local firms

the length of time the discrimination is practiced , the severity of
the price cut ,

and the relationship between demand and price in
the market should be considered. With these tests in mind , we turn
to a consideration of the facts of this case.
The Fal1s Cities market , also referred to in the transcript as the
Louisvil1e market , encompassed the city of LouisviHe , its Kentucky
environs in Jefferson County, Kentucky, and the neighboring Indiana cities of New Albany, JeffersonviHe , and ClarksviHe. Dean
I!inois obtained a foothold in LouisviHe through the formation of

the Kentucky subsidiary and the acquisition of Fenley s Model
Dairy in September of 1952. At that time , Fenley supplied twentytwo Kroger stores and twenty-one A & P stores in LouisviHe , all of
which carried the products of at least one , and sometimes two , other
dairies- Respondents immediately extended their activities to New
Albany, J effersonviHe , and Clarksvil1e , Indiana , through sales to
these two chain accounts and other smal1er accounts. - 0 Respondents made no home delivery or other retail sales directly to consumers , but instead functioned in the Fal1s Cities market , and in

other markets with which this case deals , as wholesalers and , as a
result , sold their products only to grocery stores. There was evidence that they solicited and sold not only to large chain stores
but also to grocery accounts of all sizes.

Dean products were distributed to purchasers throughout Louisvil1e and the Kentucky suburbs by employees of Dean Kentucky.
In the Indiana portion of the market , however , Dean products
were delivered to purchasers by the Cardinal Distributing Com-

pany, a partnership composed of two individuals who had been

previously employed in Chicago by Dean I1inois. Cardinal , which
owned the trucks used in delivery, obtained Dean products at the
LouisviHe processing plant and delivered them to purchasers in

Indiana. Chain stores receiving delivery from Cardinal made their
payments directly to the Dean office in LouisviHe , but Cardinal
col1ected payment from other purchasers_ " Al1
u Tr .

3138. 12.

"'Tr. 2113" 14.

purchasers not
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obligated to pay cash on delivery were termed " house accounts
and were biUed by and

submitted their remittances directly to

respondents. " Cardinal " settled" with respondents at the end of
each week by paying a special " dock" price for each unit delivered
to purchasers other than " house
accounts.
Since the " dock"
price paid by Cardinal was lower than the wholesale price charged

purchasers in Indiana , Cardinal' s

compensation for delivery was
the difference between the two priees. For delivering to " house

accounts " Cardinal received a commission equivalent to its " profit"
derived from other transactions. '" Cardinal sometimes allowed cash

purchasers to defer their payment a day or two , but apparently
always collected before it was required to account to respondents
for the " dock" price.
Respondents concede that certain of the " house accounts " such
as A & P , Kroger , and Winn- Dixie , purchase from them rather than
from Cardinal " but contend that all other retailers purchasing
their products in the Falls Cities market are purchasers from

Cardinal. We think it c1ear that aU " house accounts purchasers
whieh were biUed by and which made their payments directly
respondents-are purchasers from respondents and that Cardinal
is merely a commission agent distributing the products to these
purchasers. Moreover , we think that the purchasers which paid

Cardinal upon delivery should also be considered to be purchasers
from respondents for purposes of Section 2 (a) of the amended
Clayton Act. Respondents solicited all prospective purchasers in
new markets through letters sent out under the Dean letterhead.
The letter states that Dean products will be sold in the area in the
near future and suggests that interested retailers contact respond-

ents. Nothing is said about contacting a distributor. The letter indicates that Dean products wiU be backed by continuous advertising and promotions , aided by the Dean merchandising staff.

Respondents created consumer demand for Dean products in new
markets by newspaper advertising which they financed ,

and sup-

plied Cardinal with all additional sales material which was needed.
Further , respondents determined absolutely the wholesale prices

paid by these accounts- Although there was some testimony that
Cardinal determined the prices charged these purchasers '" it ap'"Tr. 2267 , 2268 ,

346l.

'"Tr. 2111- 12.
'I Tr. 2114

'"Tr. 3476.
'" Respo1ldents ' Appeal Brief
"'Tr. 856 , 2118; ex 630.

"Tr.

2118- 19.

'uTr. 3463- 64.

, p. 70.

),
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pears that the wholesale prices for Dean products throughout the

entire Falls Cities market were determined by respondents and
that Cardinal used Dean price Jists in selling to these purchasers.
Cardinal' s prices to grocers in Indiana changed when respondents
dis
prices in Louisville changed , and Cardinal made the various
counts available to Indiana purchasers without even knowing how

they were computed or why they were being given. '" These two
factors-direct soJicitation and absolute control over wholesale
prices-make it clear that the small retailers purchasing Dean
products in the Indiana portion of the Falls Cities market
retailers , other than " house accounts

" should be considered to be

purchasers from respondents for purposes of Section 2 (a) of

Clayton Act ,

as amended.

American News Co.

the

Federal Trade
denied 371 U. S. 824
v.

Commission 300 F. 2d 104 (2d Cir. cert.
v.
(1962); K. S. Corp.
Chemstrand Corp. 198 F. Supp. 310 (S.
Dentists ' Supply Co. of New York 37 F. C. 345
Y. 1961);
(1943); Kraft- Phenix Cheese Corp. 25 F. C. 537 (1937).

When respondents began their operation in Louisvile , the prevailing wholesale price of creamline milk was If per quart lower
than the price of homogenized milk and the chain stores were
receiving a Yz f per unit discount on their purchases from local
dairies. Upon entering the market , respondents also followed the

practice of allowing this discount and , within less than a month
had ceased bottling creamline milk and were selling their homogenized product for the same price as their competitors ' creamline
product. In June of 1953 , respondents introduced earned service
and earned handling discounts. The earned service discount , which
amounted to 2 % of total purchases , was available to any multiple

store customer whose average daily volume of business exceeded
100 units per store , provided that all sales , billings , and other business were transacted through a central headquarters rather than
through the individual stores. '" The earned handling discount was
appJicable where the purchaser took delivery at his loading dock

floor or walk- in cooler. This discount amounted to 2% on all pur-

chases where the average daily volume exceeded 100 units per
store and 3 % where the daily volume was in excess of 200 units.Obviously, the earned service discount favored chain organizations,
while the earned handling discount favored all large purchasers.
" Tr. 3441- 16, 3451 , 3464

"' Tr. 3443- 45.
'ex 928.

33 ex 929.

, 34.
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In November of 1954 , respondents introduced into the Fal1s

Cities market a system of quantity discounts. With the exception
of Seal test , all of respondents ' competitors at the time the discount
system was introduced were small local dairies , many of which
reported total annual sales of less than one million dollars. On the
other hand , respondents ' consolidated sales in all areas in which

they operated were more than 27 mil1ion dollars in 1954. It appears

that respondents were the innovators in this regard and that prior
to 1954 , quantity discounts on dairy products were unknown in
this market.: At that time , respondents ' maximum discount was
5 % where the average daily purchase was 300 units or more. Subsequently, the percentages and the number of units necessary to
qualify for the different percentages varied. At times , the service
. and handling discounts were available in addition to the quantity

discounts. During July of 1957 and much of 1959 , the combination

of quantity and other discounts

permitted chain purchasers a

maximum discount of 10%. Between April 8 , 1959 , and October
, 1960 , all purchasers regardless of size received a uniform 7%
discount off list price. However , large purchasers continued to receive handling and service discounts which totaled 3% unti
August 3 and 2% from that date until August 24 , 1959. Between
August 24 , 1959 , and October 27 , 1960 , multiple store operators
received a group volume discount of 3 % in addition to the 7 %

quantity discount. After the latter date , a system of quantity discounts which favored chains and other large purchasers was reinstated.-'" Pursuant to a Kentucky antimonopoly statute which
became effective in 1960 , the discounts were discontinued. During
the system s existence ,

large chain organizations were able to pool

the purchases of their individual stores in determinin

the appJi-

cable discount , and , as a result , usually qualified for the maximum.
Smaller purchasers such as local chains and independent grocers

qualified for progressively smal1er discounts. Since respondents sold
their products to retailers of all sizes and made their discounts
available in varying proportions to all , the discount system was not
limited in its application to only a few retailers. Moreover , it is

apparent that the discounts were not trivial in amount ,

nor was

their existence temporary or of short duration.
JlTr. 951 , 952 , 1233.

""CX 972.

'" The transcript shows that respondents sold their products to the major chain accounts ,
as A & P , Kroger , Winn- Dixie , and Albers '
such as Gateway stores, Key "Yarkets ,

independent grocery stores.

such

Colonial; to smaller cooperative buying associations

and Little Giani stores; and to a substantial number of

..
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The Fal1s Cities market ,

which corresponds to the market area

defined as the Louisville market prior to 1960 by Federal Milk
Order No. 46 , was , in terms of the quantity of milk disposed of or
sold by the local dairies , a growing market. '" In 1959 , the amount
of Class I milk
fluid milk and cream , flavored milk , and buttermilk , sold or utilized in this market was approximately 53 mil-

lion pounds more than in 1953-an increase

of about 27 percent.

The amount of Class

I milk sold both within and without the
market by dairies located within the market in 1959 was about 78
mi1ion pounds more than in 1953 , while the average daily utilization or sales by the Falls Cities dairies were 213 000 pounds more
in 1959 than in 1953- gains exceeding 37 percent. " Although the
market expanded substantial1y, an analysis of the evidence shows
that only a few of respondents ' competitors increased their sales

of Class I milk in pounds or increased their total sales in terms of
dollars , and that those which did so realized relatively slight gains.
In general , the evidence shows that both the wholesale and retail
sales of respondents ' competitors increased until the mid- 1950'

and then dec1ined steadily thereafter. In sharp contrast , however
respondents ' sales of Class I milk in pounds and their overal1 sales

in dollars were showing phenomenal gains throughout the entire
period.
Dairies competing with respondents sold their products to grocery accounts (wholesale sales) and also made retail sales directly
to consumers through home delivery service and through dairy

owned stores. The annual net sales in dol1ars and profit and loss
" Prior to March 1 , 1960 , Federal Milk Order No- 46 defined the Louisville . Kentucky,
market area as the territory within Jefferson County, Kentucky, including but not being limited

to the city of Louisvile and the Fort Knox Military Reservation;
County, Indiana ,

the territory within Floyd

ounty;

including but not being limited to all municipal corporations in said

and the territory within the townships of Jeffersonvile ,
Charleston , in Clark County, Indiana. On March 1 . 1960 ,

Utica . Silver Creek , Union , and
the miirket area WiiS expanded

t.o

include a larger portion of Kentucky and Indiana. See tr. 3222 , 3225- 26; ex 640; 19 F. R. 4707
July 31 1954); 25 F. R. 1747 CVlarch 1, 1960); 7 C. R. 9-16.

'" The following fig-res , found in CX 640 , are derived from Handler s reports submitted in
compliance with Federal Milk Order No. 46. Column A contains t.he total sales in pounds of
Class I milk both within and outside the Louisville market by dairies or handlers located within
the market. Column B contains the average daily utilzation in pounds of Class I milk both
within and without the market by these dairies. Column C contains the sales of Class I milk in
pounds solely within the Louisvile market.

1953..
1954..
1955..
1956
1957
1958.
1959.

. 203
216
237
249
260
. 263
281

724 595
989 906
111 128

678 226
318 079
809,156
873 799

559
595
649
682
713
723
772

306
306
748
349
423
074
433

193 045 569
797 804

202
220
230
236
235
245

089 668
998 279
105 513
470 762
923 958

')..
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statements of many of these dairies during the period with which
this case is concerned are shown in Appendix I , eo while Appendix

II shows total utilization or sales of Class I mnk in pounds

by

these dairies during the relevant period. " Since each of these dairies

sold a small percentage of their products outside the Falls Cities
market , these charts cannot show either absolute market shares or
the precise sales made by these dairies solely within the Falls Cities
market. However , these charts are invaluable as indicators of trends
between 1952 and 1960 and wil be used by the Commission for
this purpose. The Commission also makes the following findings
with respect to respondents ' competitors in this market.
1.

Creamtop, which sells to grocery

Cream top Creamery, Inc.

accounts and direct to consumers through home delivery routes and

a dairy owned store , confines its sales to the Kentucky portion of

the Falls Cities market The majority of its wholesale

sales were

made to small grocery accounts , but there is some indication that
it made some sales to Key Markets , a group of independenUy

owned stores which cooperated

in advertising and purchasing.

Between 25 and 30 percent of its total net sales in dollars between
1952 and 1960 occurred at the wholesale level.'o These figures indi000 over
the eight- year period"" and that the gain was attributable to increased retail and institutional sales. It should be noted that whole-

cate that total net sales increased by approximately $150

sale sales declined after 1956 and , even though they began increasing again in 1960 ,

such sales were Jess

in that latter year

than in 1951. An official of the dairy blamed the decrease in the
dollar amount of wholesale sales partially on the fact that many
of the small stores which constituted the dairy s clientele went out
of business during the period

" and partially on the fact that the

Appendix I (p. 788 hereinJ is a chart prepared by the examiner. See Initial Decision ,

Find-

ings of Fact, par. 31.

J" Appendix II (p. 789 hereinl

is derived from Federal Milk Market Administrator reports

submitted in evidence by respondents. See tr. 3214- 3225 ,

iI Tr. 979. 80,
'" Creamtop

, 3241- 14;

RX 128- 136.

s annual net sales in dollars, divided into wholesale , retail, sales to institutions,
found in ex 632 (a) (b), arc as follows

Hetail
Wholesale
479 $330,

and sales by a company owned store ,
1952
1953
19,

1955..
1956...
1957
1958
1959
1960

-I, See Appendix I.
H Tr. 988

3237-

1454.

8268,
228
268
286
298
255
179

. 153

657
352 818 1,

Institutions

Store

$ 30 511

$63 043
176
59, 044
50. 149
4.'i 008
141
29, 182
946
790

923
439
677
21
730 348 034
679
708
48
303
416,
25
542 492 439
910
227 64 809

903
518.
8:33 555 738 74,
679 485 003
178
936 410, 461 128,

. 223,

897
005
256

DEA
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dairy was forced to match respondents ' discounts. :; Retail sales
decline after 1958. Creamtop s sales of Class I

began a steady

milk in pounds were less in 1960 , a year in which its sales in dollars
exceeded all previous years , than were the sales in pounds in 1955.
2. Oscar
Ewing, Inc.
Ewing has both wholesale and retail routes

and sells its products in the Kentucky and Indiana segments of the
Falls Cities market. Ewing s grocery accounts included a few of
the Key Markets , Litte Giant stores , and Gateway stores , all of
which are members of cooperative buying and advertising groups. 4"i
Ewing s wholesale sales constituted in excess of 30 percent of its
total net sales. " The figures indicate that wholesale sales began
declining in 1957 , while retail sales began a similar decline in

1958. Although total sales and wholesale sales were greater in

1959- 60 than in 1951- , retail sales had dropped beneath the
1951- 52 figure. Beginning in 1955 , Ewing sustained substantial

operating losses. These losses were partially attributable to increased operating expenses , but it is important to note that discounts granted by Ewing played a significant part in this result.'"
Prior to 1954 , the discounts , which apparently were composed of

the various handling and service discounts made available to many
of the stores , were relatively small. Wben respondents instituted
quantity discounts in November of 1954 , Ewing began granting

similar discounts to meet those of respondents ,

c." and the figures

ale
52.
$,
557
53
125
838
1
.'4
418
224
1
55 418 351 1

Tr. \)40.

'" See Appendixes T, IT fpp. 788- 78\)J
"Tr. l040.
"Ewjng net wholesale and retail sales in dollars , as
Whole
19511952195.1.

19541955195619571958.
1959-

slated in ex 54;; (a) (b), are as follows'

56.
ii8
365
57
658
095
58.
568
666
59 619 150
189,

60 . . .. .

Ewing s operating
years , as found in ex

. . 686

054

profits and losses , and the amount

1
1
1
1
966

of discounts paid in the respective

or loss

""Tr. 1026.

049 1.'';
012 776
03.1 132
06.1 932
102 357
102, 000
034 990
243

647 (a) (b), are as follows:

Operating Profit
19511952- 53.
1953195119551956- 57 .
1957- ";8
1958- 59.
1959.

Retail
S 971 162

Dollar Amount o!

Discounb Paid

$ 70 905

85, 849

131 541
129 315
114

642
444
068
958
822
718
905

786 (loss)
639 (loss)
276 (loss)
191

79, 956 (loss)

57,453

.-,
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reflect the sharp increase in the amounts granted in fiscal 1954- 55.

In several of the years , the discounts granted exceeded the operating
losses.
3. Walnut Groue Dairy,

Inc.

Walnut Grove operates both whole-

sale and retail routes and sells in the Kentucky portion of the
Falls Cities market. During the relevant period , its business was
derived principally from the home deJivery

of milk. Its wholesale

sales in terms of dollars were generally less than 15 percent of its
total sales , while its income from its own retail dairy stores constituted less than 20 percent of such sales. " Both wholesale and

retail sales in dollars increased steadily through 1955.

In 1956

wholesale sales began dropping so that by 1960 the figure was only

slightly in excess of the 1952 figure.

Retail sales began declining

in 1957 and in 1960 were significantly below the 1954 figure. Sales
of Class I milk in pounds began declining in 1958 and in 1960 were
more than two million pounds less than in 1957. '" The dairy suffered an operating loss in 1960' . and in 1961 went out of the dairy

business. It is now engaged solely in the operation of two retail
stores.

4. Mellwood Dairy, Inc. , Model Farms , and Beatrice Foods.
Mellwood operated in the Kentucky portion of the Falls Cities
market and sold its products at both wholesale and retail levels.
In January of 1959 , Mellwood merged with Model Farms Dairy.
Model Farms was subsequently acquired by Beatrice Foods Co. , a
multi. state organization. (J In 1952 , Mellwood' s wholesale sales con-

stituted 80 percent of its total sales,' but when it merged with
Model Farms , this figure had dropped to 65 percent" Its principal
wholesale customers were independent grocers. Mellwood' s total
" \Valnut Grove

s net dollar sales divided into wholesale , retail,

and sales from its own stores,

as found in ex 654 , arc as follows:

1952
1953
1954.
1955

Wholesale

Retail

Store

$ 50, 863

$365 078
468, 872
517 550
591 105
678 020
667 075
661 921
559 755
482

S 80 821

487
118 101

152,177
145 539

1956.
1957

23:1

114 249

1958 .

1959

959

1960.

G10

'" See Appendix II.
0" See Appendix I.
'fr. 1080.

- 'fr. 1110 ,
"' Tr. 1138.

"Tr.

I117.

o'Tr. 1150
Tr 1117

1112 , 1129.

157
102 449
127 515
13.'5, 719

132
134
151
145

812
337
432
542
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sales in dollars declined steadily from 1952 through 1958 , and it
sustained net operating losses in 1955 , 1957 , 1958 and 1959.
The former president testified that respondents continuously solicited its wholesale accounts " and that respondents ' discounts
together with give-a ways and lower wholesale prices , enabled them

to take some of Mellwood' s

wholesale accounts and reduced its

wholesale sales. " Mellwood was unable to match respondents
maximum discounts. " The former president also testified that the
dairy lost home delivery sales because the discounts to chain

stores permitted lower retail prices and increased the difference
in price between home delivery sales and the out-af-store prices.
5. Cherokee Sanitary
1\ ilk Co.
Cherokee operates both whole-

sale and retail routes and sells in Louisvile and the surrounding
Kentucky area. Cherokee s dollar wholesale sales of Class I milk
were generally less than 30 percent of its total dollar sales of

Class I milk prior to the mid- 1950' , but wholesale sales constituted
mOTe than 43 percent of this total by 1960. ' Its wholesale sales

decreased shortly after respondents ' entry into the market in 1952
but increased substantially during 1959- 60.

The 1960 wholesale

figure slightly exceeded the 1952 figure. On the other hand , retail
sales of Class I milk declined steadily after 1952. Overall sales
declined throughout the period and the dairy sustained operating
losses in 1958 , 1959 , and 1960. "' Since operating costs declined
during these years , the losses appear to be primarily attributable
to the decline in overall sales.''' An official testified that the dairy
lost volume in its wholesale accounts after respondents introduced
quantity discounts , because of failure to match the discounts

immediately,''' and stated that the decline in retail sales was caused
'" See Appendix I.
"'Tr. 1125.

Tr. 1126 , 1140- 46.

Tr. 1124.
oITr. 1127- 28.

,r; Cherokee

s annual net wholesale and retail sale

in dollars of Class I milk from 1951- 1960

as reported in ex 659- 676 , are as follows.

Wholesale
1951
1952

J953
J954
1955
1956.
1957
1958
1959
1960. .. . . .

06 See Appendix I.
." See ex 691.
'"Tr. 1185- 1186.

$267 641
281 878
236, 321
212 119
220 22fi
214 002
222 746
214 fi82
252 388
282 017

Retail
8493
518
504
494
502
499

387
922
722
154
123

487

461 010

423 960

370,415
364 860
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by the lower chain store retail prices made possible by the discounts.

Carrithers se11s to grocery accounts and
at retail and operates in both the Kentucky and Indiana portions
of the Fa11s Cities market. The record does not reveal the percentage
6. Carrithers Creamery.

of total sales which occurred at the wholesale leve1. However

overa11 dollar sales decJjned steadily from 1952 through 1956 ,

but
increased thereafter. " The significant increases in 1959 and 1960
are not attributable to increased sales on routes

but

instead oc-

curred because of increased sales to other dairies and through
spite of increased overall sales
its company owned stores"
In

however ,

the dairy sustained operating losses in each of the years

after 1954. There was testimony that specific retail customers were
lost to chain stores because of lower retail prices and that the loss
of such customers was usually permanent. " The dairy met respondents ' wholesale discounts to retain its grocery accounts and there
was testimony that this " was the
at a profit and a 10ss.

difference between operating

"7:!

7- Plainview Farms ,

Inc.

Plainview has both wholesale and

retail sales in the Kentucky portion of the Fa11s

Cities market.

Its wholesale sales constitute approximately 40 percent of its total
sales. " One of its wholesale customers is A & P. "
do11ar sales , its wholesale sales , and its retail
through 1957 , but declined

Plainview s overa11
sales a11 increased

thereafter. Sales of Class I milk in

pounds declined substantia11y

after 1957. The dairy

s 1959 sales

in pounds wcre less than in 1953 and the 18(;0 figure was significantly Jess than any previous year. The dairy suffered large oper""Tr. 1186.
'" See Appendix I.

"See ex 693 (a)- (i).
72 Tr. 1210, 1212 ,

1213.

Tr. 1210.

H Plainview s annual net sales in dollars, divided into wholesale and retail sales,
in ex 704- 707 , are as follows:

Wholesale
HJ51

1952
1953
1954
1955
195G

1957..
1958 ..

1959

1960.
'"Tr. 261, 282.

8648 259
688 634
. 726 454
759 228
765 711
786 560
831 452
817 905
789, 780

759,.71

as report,"d

Rehdl
$ 972 388
032 952
089, 681
138 842
148, 567
179 841
247 178
226 857
184 685
139 207
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ating losses in each year after 1955. Although these losses were
partial1y caused by increased operating expenses,''' the effect of

declining volume and the necessity of matching respondents '

dis-

counts cannot be ignored.

Van Allmen Bros_ , Inc. , and BowPurity Maid , located in the Indiana section of the
market , sold its products throughout the Fa11s Cities market and
8. Purity Maid Products Co. ,

man Dairy Co.

made 60 percent of its sales to stores. " In the Indiana portion of
the market , the dairy sold to A & P , Winn- Dixie , Kroger , and
Gateway. Most of these stores were " split" among several dairies.
In the Kentucky portion of the market , none of its customers

were chain stores.'" In January of 1958 , the dairy was acquired by
Bowman Dairy Co. of Chicago. n Prior to its acquisition by Bowman
the dairy was suffering declining sales and operating losses. " After
1955 ,

its total sales began dropping

and it sustained operating

losses in 1956 and 1957. The dairy lost some of its chain store
business and , as a result , realized declining wholesale business.
Respondents ' increasing sales also caused it to lose additional volume among customers which it retained. '" During 1958 , the first
year after its acquisition by Bowman , the dairy s sales of Class I
milk in pounds were less than in 1957.-" In 1959 , Bowman also acquired Von Allmen , a Louisvil1e dairy which made 85- 90 percent
of its sales to independent stores. , Prior to its acquisition by
Bowman , this dairy was not operating profitably. "; Bowman s sales
increased in 1960 , but declined in 1961 and 1962.

9. Kannapel'

, Inc.

Kannapel' s is located in the Indiana portion

of the Fal1s Cities market and concentrates its sales in that area.
Approximately 50 percent of this dairy s do11ar sales were wholesale
'"See RX 155

Tr. 1297.
"Tr. 1314 , 1322.

Tr. 1313.
'oTr. 1297 , 1304.

"ex 721.
"Tr. J319- 20.
'''Tr. 1301.

" See Appendix II.
'" Tr. 1420.
" See Appendix 1.
,; Bowman s annual net wholesale and retail sales, as reported in RX 55 are as follows
\Vholesale
1959
1960
1961
1962

Retail
610 $1

$474
479
427.

120
2
5&.1 1

394,416 1

402
217
994
833

274
367
704
299

Total
876 885
696 857
2,422 089
227,'/15
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during the relevant period "' and the dairy competed with respondents , Bowman , Sealtest , and Beatrice for such sales. "" Total dollar
sales and wholesale sales declined from 1953 through 1959. Although

both increased in 1960 ,

the total sales and the wholesale sales in

that year were less than in 1953- Retail sales increased until 1956

but declined steadily thereafter. The 1960 retail sales were less
than such sales in 1952. Kannapel's suffered operating losses in
1956 ,

1957 , 1959 and 1960. "' An official testified that the decline

in profits was attributable to loss of volume and the lower prices
which occurred in attempts to meet respondents ' discounts.
SevM
eral accounts were lost directly to respondents. "' Home delivery

business was lost to chain stores because of the lower priees. n The
amounts of discounts granted by Kannapel' s exceeded the operating

losses in two years and constituted a significant portion of these
losses in other years '" Kannapel' s sales of Class I milk in pounds
increased until 1955 , but decreased thereafter. "' Although there
were slight increases in 1959 and again in 1960 , the 1960 figure
was not as great as the 1954 figure.

10. Shannon s Dairy.
Shannon s limited its operations to the
Indiana portion of the Falls Cities market. Sixty percent of its total

sales were wholesale. "" Shannon suffered steadily declining profits
'" Kannapel' s annual net sales in dollars , divided between wholesale and retail sales, for the
years 1952 through 1960 , as reported in ex 734 , are as follows.
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956.
19,57

1958
1959
1960

"Tr.

Wholesale

Hetail

8358 622
313 266
259 902
272. 294
270 918
264 762
252 836
269 516
:-09 872

$245 560
260 273
265 008
275 970
279 889
265 685
260 696
248, 574
240 362

2789.

,,, See Appendix I
v'Tr. 1399. 1402.

,., Tr. 1404- 06.
"" Tr. J400- 0l.

"' Kanapel's operating profits and losses in dollars "nd tbe dollar amount of dis=unts
granted from 1952- 1960 , as found in ex 734 and 735 , are as follows.

Operating Profit
of Los;;

1952
195:1
195-k

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1960 . .
,.;, See Appendix n.
Tr. 1244.

$53 755
000
34,404
18,

661 (loss)
805 (101;5)
26;' (J05S)

583 (loss)

Discounts
Granted
None
None
r-' one

327
456
684
916
916
625
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after 1956 and sustained an operating loss in 1960. "' The meeting of

respondents ' discounts to retain wholesale customers contributed
to the dec1ine of wholesale profits. " The loss of retail customers
to chain stores where retail prices were lower than home delivery
prices injured its retail business. nn The dairy was " split" in a few

stores with respondents and were replaced
by respondents. '" In 1962 ,

in several accounts

Shannon s ceased operation and sold

its routes to Kannapel's. 101
11.

Sealtest.

National Dairy s LouisviHe operation had both

wholesale and retail sales. Seal test' s wholesale customers inc1uded
several chain and group buying organizations which also purchased
respondents ' products - Winn- Dixie , Kroger , A & P , Key Markets
Little Giant stores , Gateway Markets , and Stop & Shop stores.
Prior to 1958 ,

wholesale sales were less than 50 percent of total

sales in dol1ars , but beginning in 1958 , Sealtest's wholesale sales

constituted more than 50 percent of its total sales. '" Although
the record does not reveal what percentage of Sea1test's total
sales occurred outside of the Falls Cities market , the figures show
that Sealtest's total dol1ar sales in and around the Falls Cities mar-

ket increased through 1956 and steadily dec1ined through 1962 . Its
retail sales reached an apex in 1956 and dec1ined thereafter , while
its wholesale sales began dec1ining after 1957. The reeord does

not contain Federal Milk Market Administrator

reports which

would accurately reflect Seal test' s utilization or sales of Class I
milk in pounds. However , respondents submitted calculations which
purported to eonvert wholesale and retail sales into pounds of milk
sold and then estimated the percentage of total sales which constituted Class I milk. '" These figures , since predicated on dol1ar
sales , show that sales in pounds reached a peak in 1956 and

dec1ined thereafter.
M ex 699.
"Tr. 1232 , 1233 , 1235.

U"Tr. 1234.
'""Tr. 1242-43.
101 Tr. 1243 , 1411.

'""See Tr. 3010- 16.

10' Sealtest' s

annual net wholesale and retail sales in dollars from 1954- 1962, as reported in
RX 105, are as follows'
Retail
Wholesale
224,494
615,417

1954.
1955
1956.

156 783
182 842

19m.
1958
1959.
1960.

1961.

1962. . .
j See RX 134- 136.

. 3

172, 464
019
289 781
929 829
883, 390

. 3,148

831, 600
862 931
972, 040
614 365
156, 2)1
723 361
595 434
364 J90
383, 469
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In analyzing the gains

realized by the various dairies

in the

Falls Cities market , the increase in the volume of fluid milk sold

must be taken into consideration.

In 1959 , all of the dairies in

the Falls Cities market utiJized or sold approximately 43. 1 milion
pounds more of Class I milk than in 1954. "'" Moreover , the com-

plexion of the market changed. Although the volume of milk sold in
the market appreciated substantially between 1954 and 1959 , the
dollar amount of retail sales made by the major dairies declined
over this period. J()!J Thus , the increase in volume occurred in the

sales of milk by the various dairies to stores. The evidence shows
quite clearly that respondents ' sales of Class I milk were mutiplying
far more rapidly than the sales of their competitors and that the

was

percentage increase reaJized by respondents
considerably
greater than the percentage of growth by the market as a whole.

The market increase of 43. 1 milion pounds between 1954 and
1959 constituted an increase of 21 percent over the 1954 figure.
Respondents ' volume in the Kentucky portion of the Falls Cities

market expanded over this period by approximately

14 milion

pounds or 175 percent , while the volume of Class I milk sold both
by respondents and their vendors increased by 20. 5 milion pounds

or 114 percent over the same period. Respondents '
were unmatched by competitors. Oscar Ewing s

hefty gains
1959 gain of ap-

proximately 3 milion pounds over its 1954 sales of Class I milk
constituted an increase of only 22 percent. The sales of other
dairies were less in 1959 than in 1954. Seal test' s 1959 sales were
1 million pounds less than in 1954 , while Plainview s sales were

down by 1.8 million pounds and Kannapel' s

had decreased by

240 000 pounds.
wo

See note .

IHlpra.

,"a The retail and wholesale sales of various Falls Cities dairies in 1954 and 1959 in dollars
as previously found by the Commission ,

are as follows:

1954

Retail
Sales

19.'i9

Wholesale
Sales

Creamtop
Ewing

.148 034
012 77&

Walnut Grove

517 550
494 154
138 812
265, 008
831 600

221,494

705 200

273 32f!
446 100

Cherokee
Plainview
Kannapel'

Scaltest
Dean Ky. (total)
Purity Maid and Von Allmen..
(Approximate)
Bowman (acquired Purity Maid and
Von Allmen)

Total.

314 164

268 730
418, 224
118 101
212 119
759 228
259 J02

$7;980, 227

Retail
Sales

Wholesale
Sales

485 003

$ 153 679
619 150
959
252, 388
789 790
269 516
148 019
325 267
326 267

034
559
370
184

9!)O

7.55

415
68.'5

248 574
723 361

474 610

402 274

081 393

$12 049, 042
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Moreover , an examination of the figures establishes that respondents were acquiring the greatest percentage of the increment of
expansion in the market. All of the dairies in the Falls Cities
market sold 10.4 million pounds more Class I milk in that market
in 1959 than in 1958. Respondents ' 1959 sales in the Kentucky

portion of the Falls
miJion pounds , while

Cities market exceeded 1958 sales by 4.

the combined sales of respondents and their
vendors were 6. 3 miJion pounds more in 1959 than in 1958. '" This
latter gain is greater than the gain of any other single dairy. The
7 million pound increase realized by Purity Maid is primarily

attributable to its merger with Mellwood and the subsequent acquisition of the consolidated dairy by Bowman. Sure Pure s gain
of 2.4 million pounds , Ewing s increase of 2. 3 miJion , and Ehler
growth of 1.2 million pounds are all

substantially smaller than

respondents . The combined gains of Cherokee , Carrithers , Grand
Avenue , and Kannapel's total less than a million pounds and thus
are relatively insignificant. Sea1test' s utilization of Class I milk was
approximately 5 miJion pounds less in 1959 than in 1958 , while

Walnut Grove lost approximately 827 000 pounds. The Class I
sales of Haywood and Cream top were also lower in 1959 than in
1958.

A comparison of sales of Class I milk in 1958 with such sales
in 1957 demonstrates even more graphically respondents ' unprec-

edented growth. Total sales of Class

Cities
000 pounds. In

I milk in the Falls

market declined between 1957 and 1958 by 634

spite of the overall market decline between these two years , sales
by respondents and their vendors in 1958 exceeded such sales in
1957 by about 3. 6 million pounds and respondents ' 1958 sales

solely within the Kentucky portion
exceeded 1957 sales by almost 2. 3

of the Falls Cities market

miJion pounds. Only two of

respondents ' competitors realized gains. Haywood' s increase was
slightly less than 500 000 pounds , while that of Sure Pure exceeded

this figure by a small amount. In sharp contrast , Seal test lost 5.
million pounds and Ewing lost 2. 7 miJion pounds. Purity Maid'
sales were down by 2 million pounds , while Plainview lost 1.4

'" The " vendors "

category in Appendix II from 1953- 1956 contains all sales hy Cardinal

lla portion of the Falls Cities market and in Evansvile , Indiana , a separate market. From 1956 through 1960 , the Evansvile totals are listed
separately. See RX 133. For these latter years, therefore, the sum of respondents' Louisvile
Distributing Co., including sales in the Jndi

sales and the sales by " vendors "

constitutes a reasonably accurate indication of the quantity

of milk sold by respondents and Cardinal in the Falls Cities market. Any " vendor " sales made
outside the Falls Cities market during the latter years are more than compensated for by the
fact that the above sums do not include respondents ' Fort Knox sales , which technically are a

part of the " LouisvjJe "

l1arlcet as defined by Federal Milk Order J\o. 46. See

note

supra.
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milion pounds. Sales by Creamtop and by Cherokee declined by
more than 500 000 pounds.
It is evident ,

therefore ,

that respondents '

volume was expanding
competitors

considerably more rapidly than the volume of their

and that respondents were taking the lion s share of the increment
of expansion in the market. We think that respondents '

program

of quantity and other discounts was the prime factor

in their

unusual growth. In the first place , the discounts lowered wholesale
prices. Several dairy owners testified that they lost specific wholesale accounts to respondents and that their volume of wholesale
discounts. lOR

sales in other accounts was reduced as a result of the

Secondly, we think that the discounts were instrumental in pre-

venting competing dairies from increasing their sales to stores. The
Commission has noted in the past and we now hold that quantity

discounts have an inherent " tying " effect in that they encourage
a purchaser to confine his purchases to a single sel1er or a small

number of sellers so that he wil obtain the maximum discount
and that this is one of the principal purposes of such discounts.
See

Bausch

Optical Co.

Lomb Optical Co.,

28 F.

28 F.

C. 186 (1939);

American

C. 169 (1939). Patently, a chain organization

which opens a new store is less likely to " split" the account among
several dairies or to offer dairies not selling in its other stores

the opportunity of selling in the new store during the existence

of quantity discounts than would otherwise be the case. As a
result , we think that the most damaging effect of the instant

quantity discounts was their tendency to prevent competing dairies
from breaking into the wholesale market or from increasing their

sales in this market. Loss of specific wholesale accounts and the
inability to acquire new wholesale accounts was particularly detrimental in this case , since , as previously noted ,

home delivery of

dairy products declined in the Falls Cities market during the 1950'
while sales of milk products to the consuming public through grocery stores increased significantly.
Moreover , we think that the quantity discounts were a contributing factor in initiating and sustaining the trend away from

home delivery of milk and milk products in the FaUs Cities market.
VirtuaUy aU dairy offcials who testified stated that some of their
home delivery customers were attracted to the chain stores because
the price of milk there was considerably less than the price of home
delivered milk. Prior to respondents ' entry into the LouisviUe
market , the price of a quart of milk delivered to a customer
Tr. 1030- 31, 1124-

1426.

, 1185- 89, 1202 , 1212-

, 1221 , 1232 , 1248-

1301 , 1,119-

1404-
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home was only H more than the price at a chain store , but the
discounts widened the spread. '"' It is clear that respondents , whose

products were sold in almost al1

chain stores in the Falls Cities

market , were the first to grant quantity discounts to store accounts
and that they took the lead in increasing the discounts , thus permitting the chains to sel1 the products to consumers at lower
prices. The evidence shows that the chain store retail prices closely
paral1ed the rise and fal1 of respondents ' wholesale prices , as
affected by the discounts. '" Thus , we think the discounts played

an important role in the decline of home delivery sales and the
corresponding loss of business - both actual and potential - by
dairies engaged in the retail distribution of milk and milk productsThe loss of particular wholesale accounts , the inability to share
in the expanding market to the extent otherwise possible between

1954 and 1960 and the decline in home delivery sales had both
permanent and profound effects upon the local dairies. All were
forced to adopt discount schedules similar to respondents '

to hold

their remaining wholesale customers. In some cases , the difference

between profitable and unprofitable operation appears to have been
equal to the amounts of discounts granted by the smal1 dairies.

Caught between the squeeze of being forced to grant substantial
discounts during a period of rising operating costs , and having
been prevented to a large extent from increasing their volume , many

of the local dairies sustained continued operating losses. Prior to
the introduction of discounts in 1954 ,

were able to

al1 of respondents ' competitors

realize reasonable operating profits. However ,

the

evidence shows a stark contrast in the period immediately fol1owing. In 1955 ,

four of respondents ' thirteen competitors whose state-

ments of profit and loss appear in the record

operated at a loss.
In 1956 , seven of the thirteen sustained operating losses . In 1957

seven of the twelve reporting dairies operated at a loss. In 1958
six were unable to realize a profit. In 1959 , seven of the eleven

reporting dairies operated at a loss. In 1960 , eight of the ten dairies

loss. Of these last eight
one had operated at a loss for six of the years during which the
discounts were in effect , three had operated at a loss for five of
these years , one had operated at a loss for four years , and one for
whose statements appear operated at a

three years.

The ability of these local dairies to continue competing with
respondents in any meaningful fashion has clearly been eurtailed.
Tr. 938- 939 , 1030, 1065 , 1096, 1100, 1127-

11 See Initia.l Deci jon ,

Appendix , Chart 1.

, 1187 , 1210-

, 1232-

, 1400-

, 1538 , 2310.

**.*
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Their severely weakened financial condition wil obviously prevent
expansion of facilities and the utilization of an aggressive marketing effort. '" Moreover , there is every indication that their operating
losses are the forerunner of inereased concentration in the Louis-

vile market. Before 1960 ,

one local dairy was acquired by an

outside dairy with operations in several states. Two other dairies
merged and were promptly acquired by stil1 another multistate
dairy. Two dairies went out of business after 1960. If more of these
local dairies go out of business , competition in the Louisville area
wil have been decidedly lessened. In light of the substantial operat-

ing losses sustained by many of these dairies ,

this result is a

district possibility. Thus , the evidence establishes actual alteration
in the market structure and a reasonable possibiJity of an even
mOTe
drastic concentration of business in the larger dairies. We
think that these factors support the conclusion that , as required
by the statute , the effect of the quantity discount system coupled

with other discounts granted by respondents during the period of
may be substantially
time with which this case is concerned
to lessen competition " in the line of commerce in which respondents
to injure , destroy, or prevent competition

compete and "*

with respondents ,

and we so hold.

In arguing that the discounts do not have the proscribed effects
respondents present a defense of an affirmative

upon competition ,

nature. It is their contention that a price- fixing

conspiracy existed

among the local dairies in the Louisvile market at the time of
respondents '

entry into that market

, and that this conspiracy

continued throughout the time with which this case is concerned.
They urge that the existence of this conspiracy indicates that
there was no competition in the Louisvile market at the time of

Dean s entry or thereafter. As a result , it is respondents ' theory
that even though they discriminated in price by introducing into
the market a quantity discount system , there could he no possible

injury to competition on the primary level , because no competition
existed which could be injured.

dur
Even if respondents ' competitors did conspire to fix prices
ing the period of time with which this case is concerned , a question
upon which we do not express an opinion , such a conspiracy does
not constitute a defense to a charge of price discrimination. Section

2 (a) of the Clayton Act prohibits price discrimination where the
effect may be "*
with any person who either grants

II See Tr.

982- 983.

to injure , destroy, or prevent competition

or knowingly receives the bene-
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fits of such discrimination. " Applying this test to the present case
the competition which may be injured is not only the competition

among the dairies a11egedly involved in the conspiracy to fix prices
but is also the competition between respondent and each of these
dairies ,

considered either separately or in the aggregate. Thus

even if it is assumed

that there was no competition among the

various Louisvi11e dairies at the time of respondents ' entry into

that market ,

respondents '

discriminatory prices after entry could
considered

well diminish the ability of each of these dairies ,
separately, to compete with them. Moreover ,

if one or several

dairies are driven out of business or there is a possibility that this
wi11 result ,

competition with respondents on the part of the local
dairies considered in the aggregate has been or may be lessened

or injured within the purview of the statute- Thus ,

the adoption

of respondents ' theory that proof of a price conspiracy among their

competitors prevents any finding of injury to competition on the
se11er level ignores the plain

wording of the statute. Further ,

it

is predicated upon the underlying assumption that their com-

petitors have forfeited their right to protection under the antitrust
laws as the result of the alleged conspiracy, thus in essence granting
to respondents a license to discriminate in prices so long as
their competitors continue to attempt to fix

Kiefer-

believe this to be the law. See

Sons , Inc.

Seagram
mission

v.

Leader Corp.
(1st Cir. 1960),

Service Co.

v.

v.

Union

324 U.s. 746 (1945);

Newspapers of New England , Inc.
cert. denied

284 F. 2d 582
Moore

365 U.S. 833 (1961);

190 F. 2d 540 (10th Cir. 1951),

Joseph E.

Federal Trade Com-

340 U.S. 211 (1951);

. E. Staley Mfg. Co.

prices. We do not

Stewart Co.

cert. denied

v.

Mead

342 U.

902 (1952). Accordingly, the Commission concludes that there was

primary line competition in the Louisvile market susceptible to
injury during the period of time encompassed by this case , and
that such competition is entitled to protection from price discrim-

ination on the part of respondents. On this basis ,

we reject the

theory that evidence of a price conspiracy in the Louisville market
on the part of respondents '

competitors prevents any finding of

possible or probable injury to such competition.

The territorial price discrimination with which this case is

concerned began in Evansville , Indiana , and Henderson , Kentucky,
cities which are located approximately 130 miles from Louisvile
and which are separated from each other by the Ohio River.
mTr. .1465.
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The Commission wil treat

these two cities as a single market

because of their geographical proximity and the fact that

local

dairies sold in both cities. Respondents ' advent into this market
occurred shortly after their entry into the

Louisville market in

1952. Customers in Evansvile- Henderson were supplied by the
Louisville processing plant through the facilities of

the Cardinal

Distributing Co. The principal purchasers of Dean products in
this market were " house accounts " -chain stores such as A & P
and Kroger , which were billed by respondents and made their
payments directly to respondents. ," Prior to respondents ' entry
into either the Evansville- Henderson

market or the Louisvile market , the prevailing price for a quart of homogenized milk in Evansvile was 1

Jess than the price in Louisvile , while the price in

Henderson was H more than in Louisvile. As previously noted

respondents dropped the price of a quart of homogenized milk upon

product-

their entry in Louisville to the price of the cream line
a cut of 1 . When respondents entered the Evansvile- Henderson

market , they dropped their price for homogenized milk to the level
of their competitors ' creamline product in Evansville , a price
which was 1 less than the prevailing Evansville price for homogenized milk and 3 beneath the prevailing price in Henderson.
Thus , respondents ' list price for a quart of homogenized milk in
Evansvil1e- Henderson was 1 lower than their list price for a

quart of such milk in Louisvile. ' H In 1954 , respondents introduced
a quantity discount system similar to their Louisvil1e system into
the Evansville- Henderson

market ,

thereby further reducing the
After that date
appears that the net prices to respondents ' favored customers in

, it

price of Dean products to larger purchasers.

Evansville and Henderson , which were computed by subtracting

the applicable discount from the list prices ,

were always lower

than the net prices paid by favored customers in Louisvile. For

most of 1958 and a large portion of 1960 , respondents sold to their
113 Approximately 95% of the purchases of respondents ' products in Evansville were made by
house accounts, " while in Henderson ,

approximately 50% of the purchases were made by such

purchasers (tr. 2276- 78). As previously noted , these chain stores are dearly purchasers from

respondents. Moreover , the Commission held that purchasers which paid Cardinal rather than

submitting payment directly to respondents

should also be considered to he purchasers from
respondents for purposes of Section 2 (a). That conclusion is applicable to the Evansville-

Henderson Olarket.

JH The following chart ,

presented at page 59 of respondents '

Brie! on Appeal , shows the quart

prices of homogenized milk prevailing iroediately vefore and immediately after respondents
entry into the various markets.
Price Prior to

Market
Louisville
Henderson

Evansvile

Dean

s Entry

22.
23.

21.5

Price Following

Dean s Entry
21.5
20.
20.
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favored customers in this market at a price which was below
their delivered cost , n , and in these years incurred operating

losses. " At all times between 1952 and 1960 , respondents ' prices
to their favored customers in Evansville- Henderson were lower

than their prices for goods of like grade and quality in Louisvi1e
even though the products sold in Evansvi1e- Henderson were

processed in Louisvi1e and thereafter physically transported from
the Louisville plant to purchasers in Evansvi1e- Henderson.

At the time of respondents ' entry into the Evansvi1e- Henderson
market , their competitors were small dairies , none of which had

total annual sales of more than two mi1ion dollars.

It appears

that these dairies confined their sales to the area in and around
Evansvi1e and Henderson and that none operated in the Louisvi1e
market. All of respondents ' sales in Evansvi1e- Henderson market

were wholesale and were generally confined to stores within these
two cities. Competing dairies in this market sold their products at

both the wholesale and retail levels and served customers not only
in these two cities , but also in adjoining rural areas. Because the
local dairies did not have corresponding geographical markets
there can be no accurate determination from this record of the
precise market shares of respondents and their competitors within
the Evansville- Henderson market. However , the transcript reveals
the following facts about competing dairies in the Evansvi1e-

Henderson market area.
Ideal , a dairy which competes with re-

1. Ideal Pure Milk Co.

spondents in Evansville , Indiana , and Henderson and Owensboro

Kentucky,''' makes approximately 65 percent of its sales to
stores llS and is one of the larger local dairies. Its annual sales
averaged slightly less than $2 500 000 between 1957 and 1960.

Ideal acquired Purity Dairy a few years before the trial of this
case. 120

American , which sells in Evansvi1e and
sales at

2. American Dairy Co-

in Henderson , makes approximately 60 percent of its

wholesale and was the second largest local dairy at the time of
tria1. ", An offcial

of the dairy testified that

respondents solicited

"" Reiipondentii iiold their products below their delivered COiit from January through November

of 1958 and from May through October of 1960 (Tr. 62- 63; ex JB-

, 45 , 606Z , 607Z , 616Z)

116 Respomlrmtii ' operation in Evansville , Henden;on , and Owensboro iiustained losses of $7 371
in 1958 and $1 871 in 1960. Initial Decision , Findings of Fact , par. 67

'''Tr. 3132.
mRX 120.
"" Ihid.

"" Tr. 44.
"'Tr. 433 , 447 . 449; ex 588.
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its grocery accounts '" and that it was compelled to meet respondents ' lower prices and their discounts to retain its wholesale
business. "" Respondents ' lower net prices had the effect of widening
the difference between home delivery prices and the prices of milk in
stores and eventual1y caused a loss of retail customers. ! There
was testimony that respondents '

discounts resulted in the reduction

of retail prices through stores. '" After respondents ' entry into the
market , American Dairy acquired three local competitors- Dairy
Service and Gold Medal Dairy in Evansville and Keach Dairy of
Henderson. 1

which was acquired by
made approximately 60 to 70
percent of its sales at the retail level.'" The dairy was forced to
3. Dairy Service ,

Inc.

Dairy Service ,

American Dairy on May 1 , 1954 ,

meet respondents ' initial price cuts to retain its customers. s An
official testified that a price cut of 1 on dairy products can be
the difference between profit and loss. "" As found by the examiner
Dairy Service s sales and profits declined steadily after respond-

ents ' entry into the market. 130 Dairy Service merged with American

Dairy because of the declining profits and because of a fear on
the part of its stockholders that small dairies could no longer
compete effectively.'''
4. Henderson Creamery.
This dairy confines its activities to
Henderson County, Kentucky, and has both wholesale and retail

customers "" The record does not reveal what percentage of this
dairy s sales were wholesale , but its total annual sales were never
more than $450 000 between 1952 and 1960. '''' One of the dairy
wholesale customers was Kroger. Other wholesale customers aTe
smaller chains , such as " Red Front" stores , Sure Way, and other
smaller accounts.' This witness also testified that a 1 difference

in the price of milk can make the difference between profitable
and nonprofitable operation. "'" Although this dairy was not forced
out of any Kroger stores by respondents/
it lost volume to re
'''Tr. 612.
Je'Tr. 611 , 612 , 615.

"'Tr.
1""

617- 619.

Tr. 617- 618.

m Tr. 371 , 101 , 140, 615; ex 587.

1"; Tr. 374.
mTr. 375 ,

378-379.

'""Tr. 411, 412,

m Initial Decision , Findings of Fact ,
lOTr. 414- 15.
'''"Tr. 675.

,., ex 598
Tr. 733- 749.

13'

'"Tr.

698
'OO;Tr, 693.

par. 62.

''"
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spondents within Henderson. Although its overa11 wholesale sales
increased somewhat between 1952 and 1960 ,

the increase seems

primarily attributable to increased sales in rural areas. '"

When

Henderson became aware that respondents were granting discounts
to chain stores

, it met the discountsYJ8

As found by the examiner

the dairy suffered declining profits in 1959 and suffered an operating loss in excess of $7 000 in 1960.

Blue Ribbon sold in Evansville and sur-

5. Blue Ribbon Dairy.

rounding rural areas ,

but apparently had no sales in Henderson.
Its grocery accounts included Kroger , A & P , and Economy Mar-

kets , a local chain ,

and it was the first in the area to begin selling

its milk products in paper containers. '" Blue Ribbon lost its
Kroger accounts to respondents and lost volume in its A & P
accounts after respondents ' entry. '" Respondents solicited all of
their wholesale accounts and took " quite a bit" of business.

Blue Ribbon went out of business in September of 1953.
Respondents ' pricing activities in the Evansville- Henderson market closely resemhle the classic example of a large , multi- state
seller entering a market in competition with smaller , local sellers

and using its overall superior size , financial reserves , and higher
prices in other markets as a crutch to enable it to undercut the
prices of local competitors. In this case ,

ately met respondents '

lower prices ,

the local dairies immedi-

thus indicating that respond-

ents were strong enough to dictate prices , even though their total
compared with the sales

sales in the market were small when

of the local dairies. When respondents introduced discounts into
the market , the local dairies immediately countered by instituting
similar discounts. The testimony of the local dairy owners to the
effect that a H reduction in price was of extreme significance
indicates that these dairies were operating on narrow profit margins. After the lower prices were introduced , five local dairies

""Tr. 7:1D.
""Tr.

723.

"'"See ex 598.
"" Tr. 484- 85.
'" Tr. 485-

, 510-11.

""Tr. 490.

'''Tr. 495.

'" Other dairies which made some sales in Evansvile or
were Prairie Farms , Herrmann

Henderson between 1852 and 1960
, Holland Custard , Mount Vernon Creamery, and Beatrice

Foods. Herrmann s and Prairie Farms were located in Evansville , but the record reveals little

else about their operations. The remaining dairies were located outside of EvansviIe and
Henderson and realized their largest volume ' of sales elsewhere. The record docs not reveal
what percentage of their total sales occurred in EvansvjJe- Henderson. There b DO indication
that Beatrice Foods , which also operates in Louisville , was selling in Evansville- Henderson
prior tu 1960.
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ceased operation. The tenacity of the remaining dairies prevented

respondents from capturing a large segment of the market , but
these dairies suffered declining profits and operating losses. In
1958 and in 1960 , respondents further reduced their prices and

as a result , were sel1ing half gal10ns of milk below cost to their

favored customers during substantial parts of these years. '" Even
during the period when the prices were above cost , respondents

profit margin was extremely

narrow- Patently, respondents ' op-

erating losses during 1958 and 1960 were recouped either from cash
reserves or from some other market , such as Louisville , where their
operations
were showing
profits.
The above findings ,

together with the findings of the examiner

indicate that between 1952 and

1960 , the EvansviHe- Henderson
market was a market in which profit margins were smal1 and in

which the number of competitors was limited.

" In such a market,

the crippling or elimination of even one competitor takes on an
added significance. See

Atlas Building Products Co.

v.

Diamond

cert. denied
v.
363 U. S. 843 (l960); H.
J. Heinz Co.
Beech- Nut Life Sauers
Inc. 181 F . Supp, 452 (S.
Y. 1960). The undercutting of prevailing prices by a large , multi-market competitor may wel1 result
in the elimination of several competitors , where , as here , the eviBlock

Grauel Co.

269 F. 2d 950 (lOth Cir. 1959),

dence indicates that the smal1er competitors were constantly strug-

gling to stay in business. The evidence showed that the larger
dairies sustained losses of business and profits and some smaller
dairies ceased operation after respondents lowered the prevailing

prices. We think that the evidence justifies the conclusion that
respondents ' pricing activities have already contributed to the loss

of business and decline in profits sustained by several

of the

dairies , and the demise of others. Moreover , we think it clear that

the conditions extant in the market the low profit margins and
the high mortality rates of the smaller dairies- support a conclusion

that there is a reasonable possibility
spondents at below cost prices or at

that continued sales by reprices at which even they
cannot realize a reasonable profit will cause the demise of other
small dairies , with a consequential concentration of business in
the hands of even fewer

sel1ers. Moreover ,

there is a reasonable

possibility that such pricing wiH permanently impair the ability
of the remaining dairies to continue competing with respondents
through expansion of facilities or intensive advertising or promo-

tional programs. As a result ,
"s See note 115

supra

'''See ex 575 , 587 ,

598.

the Commission concludes that the
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price discrimination has the proscribed statutory effects upon com-

petition and constitutes a violation of Section 2 (a) of the amended
Clayton Act. '"
Respondents entered the Lexington ,

Kentucky, market in December of 1958 and suppJied it from their Louisvile processing

plant. The prevaiJing prices in that market were also lower than
those in Louisvil1e. From the date of their entry into this market
until the first week of April of 1959 , respondents ' Lexington prices
were below the prevailing prices there , and below their Louisvile

prices. Significantly, respondents' prices during this period were
at al1 times below cost. The record shows that respondents ' Lexxington operation sustained a loss for each of the months from De-

cember 1958 through November of 1959. One dairy in Lexington
lost a substantial part of its wholesale business to respondents and
However ,

later went out of business.

the status of other

the record fails to reveal

dairies or the condition of the market as a

whole. Although injury to or the elimination of one competitor in
a market in which there are only a few competitors may, and
many instances does , constitute a showing of statutory injury, the
absence of more evidence on the number and condition of other
dairies in the Lexington market prevents the Commission from
determining whether this is such a case or from making any sort
of informed projection of the

possible competitive effects of re-

spondents ' pricing activities in this market. As a result , the Commission does not adopt the examiner s finding that respondents

territorial price discrimination between Lexington and Louisville
purchasers resulted in the statutory injury to competition in the

Lexington market.

Possible injury to secondary level competition emanating from
respondents ' use of the quantity discount system and other discounts was also an important aspect of this case. The record specifical1y shows that competing merchants in Terre Haute , Indiana
'" Respondents contend that their prices were helow tinit cost only because their volume of

sales was low. Although a new entrant into a market may not be able to avoid prices which
arc below unit cost when it first begins selling, that situation is decidedly different from the
present situation where respondents ' below cost sales first occurn d some five years after their
entry into the market. In any event , we do not think that the Robinson- Patman Aet permits
a large , multi- market seller to u;.Jercut prevailing local prices by pricing its products below
unit cost or at prices yielding only negli

. extended . perj

o of ti

. after it

n:e or
, If It mamtams hlgher prlces
mother

r,ble profits for .

has been in the local market for a number of years

markets and recoups its losses or the absence of normal profits either from sueh markets or
from superior cash reserves built up through activities in other markets , provided there is a
reasonable possibility of statutory competitive injury.
Hi; The owner testified that he suffered a heart attack and elected to retire.
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and in the Falls Cities market , paid different prices for respondents ' products. In Terre Haute , the evidence shows that the dis-

count schedules employed from January of 1958 to September of
1960 permitted Kroger stores to acquire respondents ' products at

10% off the list prices. Smaller competitors located within a few
blocks of Kroger stores received discounts ranging between 4 and
5%. The examiner concluded that this difference was substantial
v.
Morton Salt Co. , 334
Federal Trade Commission
and , relying on
. S . 37 (1948), found the requisite " reasonable

possibility "

of

competitive injury. !!) Respondents do not contest the

findings on these points and appeal

examiner
solely on the question of

whether any of the purchases occurred" in commerce. " In LouisviHe , the evidence showed that the discount schedules permitted

the A & P and Stop & Shop stores in that city to acquire respondents ' products at 10% off the wholesale list price during parts of
1959- A Gateway Market in competition with an A & P Supermarket and a Stop & Shop store received discounts of only 8'h %
and 7 % during the same period. There were numerous examples

of other stores in the Falls Cities market purchasing at differences

of 2 to 3 %. In some instances ,

there were differences of 6 to 8 %-

The examiner found these differences substantial and concluded
that the effect of the discrimination may be substantially to lessen
competition on the secondary or buyer leveL'"" Respondents ' chief
objection to these findings is a contention that none of the purchases by customers located in Kentucky occurred " in commerce.
The commerce question wiH be discussed in Section V of this opinThe Commission is of the opinion that the evidence sufion infra.
ficiently establishes the requisite injury to

secondary level in Terre Haute and in

competition on the

both the Kentucky and

Indiana segments of the Falls Cities market and , as a result , adopts

the examiner

s findings in this regard.

Respondents argue that the commerce provisions of Section 2 (a)
of the Clayton Act do not provide the Commission with jurisdiction

over many of the differences in price which form the basis for the
findings that respondents have illegally discriminated in price.
The statute states that the discriminator must be engaged "
commerce " that the discrimination occur " in the course of such
commerce " and that " either or any of the purchases involved in
such discrimination " be " in commerce, " Respondents stress the
''', Initial Decision
'00 ld.

pars. 48. 53.

, Findings of Fact , pars. 54. 59.

, "

):'
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fact that the processing plant which

services accounts located in

the Kentucky portion of the Falls Cities market and in other
Kentucky cities is located in Louisvile ,

and that the plant which
Indiana , is situated in Rochester , Indiana.
In essence , respondents take the position that a purchase is not

services Terre Haute ,

in commerce " for purposes of Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act
as amended , unless the products cross state lines when being
delivered by the

sel1er to the purchaser. Before turning to the

relevant facts of this case , an examination of the legislative history behind the requirement that " either or any of the purchases

involved in the discrimination be " in commerce " is appropriate.
This condition was not present in Section 2 of the Clayton Act as

original1y passed in 1914 , but was added by the Robinson- Patman
legislative materials '" indicates that

Act in 1936. A study of the

Congress intended to broaden the scope of the statute. There

appears to have been some doubt that Section 2 (a) would cover
the situation where , for example , a se11er charged a low price to a
purchaser within the state where the se11er was located and

higher price to a purchaser in another state. The Report of the

Senate Committee on the Judiciary indicates

that the clause is

designed to extend the scope of the price discrimination prohibition

to discriminations between interstate and intrastate purchasers
as well as to discriminations between two interstate purchasers.
clause ,'"" ., * is necessary in that
tions between
interstate and intrastate customers , as well as between those purely
interstate. "''-'" Representative Utterback , a manager of the House
bil , noted that the se11er may not use discriminations in interstate commerce to injure his local customers nor may he favor
Scnator Logan stated that the

it wil extend the provisions of the law to discrimina

his local customers to the injury of his interstate account.

declining to adopt an additional proposal in the House bil1 which
would have extended the prohibitions of Section 2 (a) to discriminations by any person

whether in commerce or not " where the

discriminations may substantially lessen competition in any line
of commerce and in any section of the country, the conference

committee stated that the current language " covers a11 discriminations , both interstate and intrastate , that lie within the limits of
Federal authority. ""'- Although none of the legislative materials
,:', See H. R. Rep. No. 2287

, 74th Cong. , 2d Sess.
(1936); S. Rep.
2r: Sess- (19C16); H. R. Rep. No. 2951, 74th Cong. , 2d Sess. (1936).

,c" S. Rep. No. 1502 ,

74th Cong. , 2d Sess. (1936).

",' 80 Congo Ree. 3113.
10' 80 Cong- Ree. 9416- 17.
li, . H. R. Rep. ::o.
2951 , 74th Congo ,

2d Sess. , p. 6.

No. 1502, 74th Cong,

",'
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delineate what Congress considered to be the Emits of federal authority, the House Committee report notes that the requirement
that " either or any of the purchases " be " in commerce
is of first importance in extending the protection of this bill against
whether immediately in interstate or
intrastate commerce wherever it is of such a character as tends directly to
burden or affect interstate commerce (Emphasis supplied. ) 1 "
the full evil of price discrimination ,

:\oreover ,

Representative Utterback stated

that" (tJ he

Federal

power to regulate interstate commerce is the power both to limit
its employment to the injury of business within the State , and to
protect interstate commerce itself from injury by influence within
the State. ""
Although Congress apparently desired to use the full federal

commerce power in its amendment to the original Section 2 of the
Clayton Act , the plain wording of the statute requires that at least
one of the purchases which forms the basis for the price discrim

ination be " in commerce, " However , the legislative history sheds
EttIe light on what constitutes a purchase in commerce. Representative Utterback stated that an intrastate sale of goods to a mass
buyer for further shipment across state Jines was "eo .. *, by long
settled law , interstate commerce. "158 Mr. Teegarden , the draftsman

of the statute , testified that where goods are purchased in one

state and delivery taken there for the purpose of shipping them into
another , or where merchandise is shipped from one state into an.
other and sold there in the original packages , both the purchase

transactions at one end and the sales transactions at the other
are , when considered separately, strictly intrastate. Nevertheless
he stated , they are part of the interstate commerce by which goods
pass from one state into another. ", 0 Thus , it appears that the requirement that the purchase be in commerce can be met without

evidence that title passes from a seller in one state to a buyer in
another and without a showing that there was interstate product
movement at the time the purchase is consummated. In Jight of the
facts that Congress expressly desired to use its full commerce power
in the enactment of the amended Section 2 (a) and that it has not

voiced its intent regarding the factors which determine whether
or not a purchase is " in commerce " the Commission would not be
doing violence either to the intent of Congress or the plain wording
" H. R. TIep. :-oo 2287 .

J5; 80 Cong
ld.

74th Cong. , 2d Scss. . p. 8.

Rec- 9417

at 9416.

. Hearigs before the Commttee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives ,
1st Sesion. , on. H. n. 4995 , H. R.5062 (1935), p. 16.

74th Congress
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of the statute by applying broad federal commerce principles in
Cf. , Minnesota

deciding that a particular purchase is in commerce.

New Jersey Wood Finishing Co.

v-

Mining and Mfg. Co.

381 U.

311 (May 24 1965).

Interstate movement of the products sold , both prior to and subsequent to the purchase , affects the interstate character of the
purchase. As previously noted , Congress contemplated that a pur-

chase by a mass buyer in one state from a seller in the same state
for shipment to a second state would constitute a purchase in com-

merce for purposes of Section 2 (a). Moreover , Congress desired to

cover the situation where the product moved from one state to a
second state and , before coming to rest in the second state , was
sold in that state. In the latter situation , the question of what

breaks " the flow of commerce or what caused the product to " come

Mr. Teegarden indicated that where goods are shipped from one state into another

to rest" in the second state is important. 1GO

and sold in the second state in the original package ,

the goods had

not come to rest in the second state and their sale was an interstate sale. "" The courts have indicated that temporary storage of

Standard Oil

the product is not sufficient to interrupt the flow.
Co.

v.

Federal Trade Commission

340 U. S. 231 (1951). A tem-

porary halt for processing which does not materially alter the basic
product also fails to break the flow.

Hardriues Co.

East Coast

329 F. 2d 868 (5th Cir. 1964) (bitumen temporarily
Deep South Oil
stored and blended to meet viscosity standards);
247
F.
2d
882 (5th Cir.
Co. of Texas
v.
Federal Power Commission
1957) (passage of natural gas through a processing plant to remove

Asphalt Corp.

Peuely Dairy Co.

water and impurities);

cert. denied

363 (8th Cir. 1949),

v.

United States

178 F. 2d

339 FS. 942 (1950) (passage of

milk through a processing plant for bottling and pasteurization).
In the latter case , the court of appeals , in ruling that the indict-

ment alleged a conspiracy to restrain interstate commerce on the
part of several dairy companies or handlers by fixing the wholesale
and retail prices of milk noted that fluid milk ,

a perishable ,

non-

storable commodity, remains in the stream of commerce until it
reaches the ultimate consumer. There , the processing plant where
the milk was inspected , cooled , pasteurized , bottled , and capped
was in St. Louis. Milk was delivered to the processing plant by

producers or by independent truckers employed by the producers.
Some of this milk originated in Ilinois. The court' s statement of
"0 See Swift

Co.

v.

United States,

196 U. S. 375 (1905). In resolving this issuc, cases other
Act may be pertinent.

than thosc arising under the Robinson- Patman
le,' See " Hearings, " note 159 supra.
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the facts indicates that title to the milk did

not pass from the
Ilinois producers to the Missouri dairy companies until it was

accepted hy these companies at their processing plants in St. Louis.
customers in
St. Louis and these sales were the subject of the price- fixing charge.
The court , in holding that the indictment al1eged restraint of interstate commerce , concluded that the milk had entered commerce
and remained therein , even though there had been a temporary
After processing and bottJing, the milk was sold to

halt at the St. Louis processing plant. Quoting

Pathe Exchange ,

Inc_

from

Binderup

263 U. S. 291 , 309 (1923), the court of

appeals stated:
The general rule is that where transportation has acquired an interstate
character " it continues at least until the load reaches the point where the
parties originally intended that the movement should finally encl.

Where ,

however , the processing substantial1y

alters the product

or where that product is only one of several ingredients in the
finished product , it appears that it comes to rest in the state where
the processing occurs and at that point leaves the flow of com-

merce

v.

, Central Ice Cream Co.

Golden Rod Ice Cream Co.

184 F. Supp. 312 (N. D. Il 1960),
aff'd 287 F. 2d 265 (7th Cir.
cert. denied 368 U. S. 829 (1961).
Foremost Dairies , Inc.

In

v.

Federal Trade Commission 348 F-

2d 674 (5th Cir. 1965), the court of appeals agreed with the Commission s determination that purchases by customers located in
Albuquerque , New Mexico , of milk processed by Foremost in Santa
, New Mexico , were purchases " in commerce " for purposes of

Section 2 (a) of the Clayton Act , where there was evidence that a

substantial portion of the milk processed in Santa Fe had been
produced outside New Mexico. The Commission noted that it was
not deprived of jurisdiction even though title to the milk may not
have passed from the producers to Foremost until after the milk
entered New Mexico '" and even though out-of-state milk was
commingled with milk produced within the state prior to the discriminatory sales. 1(;; In requesting that the Commission reconsider
Foremost
its holding in the
case , respondents , on the authority of a
series of cases , including
and

Nebbia
v.

Highland Farms Dairy

v.
New York 291 U- S. 502 (1934),
Agnew 300 U. S. 608 (1937), argue

that a sale of milk by a processor to a wholesaler or retailer is not
turned into a purchase or sale in commerce solely because some
See

Pevely Dairy Co.

lC3 Currin

Commission

v.

United States , supra.

Wollace 306 U. S.

1 , 11 (1939);
Quality Bakers of America
114 F. 2d 393 , 399 (1st Cir. 1910).

v.

v.

Federal Trade
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of the milk may have been produced in another state. The cases
cited by respondents were decisions upholding a state s power to
set minimum and maximum resale prices of milk sold within that
state. There was evidence in some of these cases that part of the
milk subject to regulation had been produced in other states. However , the Court' s decision in these cases that various states should
be permitted to regulate the maximum and minimum resale prices
of milk in the absence of confJicting federal legislation is not neces-

sarily a holding by the Court that these sales are intrastate sales
for federal antitrust purposes. As the Supreme Court stated in
United States

v.

South- Eastern

Underwriters Assn.

322 U. S. 533

(1944):
But past decisions of this Court emphasize that legal formulae devised to
as trustworthy guides

uphold state power cannot uncritically be accepted

to determine Congressional power under the Commerce Clause. * * *

It is

settled that, for Constitutional purposes , certain activities of a business may
be intrastate and therefore subject to state control, while other activities of

the same business may be interstate and therefore subject to federal regulation. And there is a wide range of business and other activities which , though
subject to federal regulation , are so intimately related to local welfare that

in the absence of Congressional action ,

they may be regulated or taxed by

the states. In marking Qut these activities the primary test applied by the
Court is not the mechanical one of whether the particular activity affected
by the state regulation is part of interstate commerce , but rather whether,
in each case , the competing demands of the state and national interests involved can be accommodated"' '" "' . 322 U. S. at 545 , 548.

Moreover, we think that a purchase may be in

commerce even

where there is no product movement across state lines either before or after the purchase is consummated. A purchase is made up
of various component parts or elements , such as the offer , the
acceptance , the delivery, and payment. Some of these elements
may take place solely within the bounds of a single state , while

others may transcend state lines. Before a purchase may be finally
categorized as " intrastate " or " interstate " its multiple elements

must be carefully studied and analyzed. If the product is delivered
across state lines , the purchase would clearly be " in commerce
even though offer , acceptance , and payment occurred within one

state. The converse

would appear also to be true. If a buyer in

one state negotiates across state lines with a seller in a second state
for the purchase of products to be delivered by the sel1er to one
of the buyer s branches in the second state , and biling and pay-

ment arc subsequently made across state lines , the purchase should
be considered to be " in commerce " for purposes of Section 2 (a)
even though the product movement was confined to the second
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state. Further , if the seller has a central office located in one state
and operates branches in other states , a buyer located in a second
state receiving delivery of merchandise from a branch of the seller
loca ted in the second state may be purchasing in commerce if the
negotiations for the purchase , as well as invoicing and payment

took place between the buyer in the second state and the seller
office in the first state.
Such a factual situation occurred in
Shreveport Macaroni Mfg.
Co.
Federal Trade Commission 321 F. 2d 404 (5th Cir. 1963),
cert. denied 375 U. S. 971 (1964), a proceeding arising under
Section 2 (d) of the Clayton Act. There , the respondent-seller was
located in Shreveport , Louisiana . The headquarters of Weingarten,
the customer receiving the discriminatory advertising allowances

Texas , but that company purchased the respondcnt' s products for sale in its Louisiana stores only. Thus , the prod-

was in Houston ,

uct moved from the respondent-seller s warehouse in Shreveport
to various Weingarten stores in Louisiana. Negotiations for the
purchases , invoicing, and solicitation and payment of the advertising allowances , the subject of the charge , occurred between the
supplier s Louisiana plant and Weingarten s Houston headquarters.
The Court of Appeals noted that Weingarten

interstate commerce

s purchases were in

even though the deliveries were intrastate

and held that the discrminatory payments for advertising were

solicited and paid in interstate commerce. Although the court in
this case was concerned with whether advertising allowances were
made in interstate commerce for purposes of Section 2(d) of the
Clayton Act , as amended , the same factors which resulted in that
finding should be , and we think they are applicable in determining
whether a purchase is in commerce for the purposes of Section
2(a) of that Act.
'" Citing Atlantic C.
Co.

v.

Settle 260 U. S.

R.

v.

166 (1922)

Oil Co.
Chicago , Milwaukee

Standard

275 U. S. 257 (19271;
. Paul Ry.

Cu. v.

B.

& D.

Iowa 2:J3 U. S.

334

Shell
Oil
Co. 1944- ') Trade Cases , par. 57 361 , respondents argue
that bookkeeping procedures , such as biling, are without substantial significance ia the determination of whether a transaction is in interstate commerce. In
Nachman the only proceed(1914); and

Nachman

ing cited by respondents originating under Section 2(a) of the Clayton Act ,

the district judge

jury stated that if al! incidents of the purchase-ontract to sell , orders
and delivery of the prod\Jct--ccur in one state , biling from outside the state would not transin his charge to

the

form tbe purchase into an interstate purchase . However , the judge went on to charge the jury
products had been ordered over the telephone from another state , the purchase might
be in interstate commerce even though the product movement from se1ler to purchaser was
that if the

confined to one state. The remaining cases cited by respondents

were

concerned with whether

the flow of commerce which originated out of state was broken by a temporary halt within

the

final state before being sent to a second point in the final state , so that state authorities could
tax or otherwise regulate the shipment between the latter points. In these cases , the underlying
intent

of the parties as to the point of final destination was determinative

was obvious from

controlling.

other

factors ,

\Vhere the intent

the presence or absence of a through bill of lading was not
However , wbere the intent was not obvious , the bill of lading was olle of severa!

""'

').
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In considering the facts of this case ,

we turn first to the FaDs

Cities market. The purchasing offices for A & P , Kroger , and Winn-

:pixie were located in Louisville ,

as was respondents ' processing

plant. The purchasing office for Albers Colonial (Stop and Shop
stores) was situated in Cincinnati , Ohio. The Commission holds
that the purchases of respondents ' products by these chains for

delivery to their Kentucky stores and purchases by other Kentucky
customers are purchases in commerce for purposes of Section 2 (a)

Foremost
of the Clayton Act pursuant to the principles applied in
The
president
,
supra.
Dairies , Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission
of Dean I1inois testified that "* " ", quite a bit of milk is bought in
Indiana for both the I1inois and the Louisvile corporation.

"H"

Thompson , the regional manager for Dean Kentucky, stated that

the subsidiary obtained 85 to 90% of its milk through the FaDs
City Cooperative in 1952 , and that at the time of the hearing it
acquired aD of its milk from that cooperative , then known as the

Kyana Milk Producers Association. The milk purchased through
the cooperative was produced within a seventy-mile radius of the
city of Louisvile , including a portion of Indiana. Approximately

25% of the milk obtained

through the

cooperative comes from

Indiana. Thompson stated that the milk "" .' ,;, is picked up at the
farm by a hauler and in most cases it goes right to the plant that
buys the milk. If there is not a sale for this merchandise , then it
goes to the Kyana plant , where it is held. "'"" The record does not
reveal whether the " haulers " are agents of the producers or of Dean
and it is not clear where title to the milk passes. However , in
v.

Pevely Dairy Co.

United States , supra title to the out-of-state

milk passed to the handlers in the same state where it was resold
In
Foremost Dairies , Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission , supra the Commission , in its opinion , noted that title may

after processing.

not have passed to Foremost until the milk arrived at the New
Mexico processing plant. Thus , even if respondents in the instant
case did not receive title to the milk until it was delivered to their
LouisviDe processing plant by Kyana agents , we think that neither
this factor nor the fact that the milk was pasteurized , homogenized , and bottled at the processing plant prior to sale to Kentucky
customers breaks the interstate flow of the product from producer
to ultimate consumer. Thus , the purchases by Kentucky customers
were purchases in commerce.
factors to be considered

purchase " is
point.
Tr. 16a,

mTr.

in

2245- 48.

in its determination. In tne present example , the question is whether a

comrncrcc-not whether the flow of commerce is tl'rminated at a particular

'"'
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Moreover , Section 2(a) requires only that " either or any of the
purchases " involved
in
the discrimination be in commerce-not

that all must be in commerce. In the present case , the Albers Colonial stores in Louisvil1e were favored customers. Dean s price
quotations for Albers ' individual stores in Louisvi1e were submitted
directly to Albers ' regional headquarters in Cincinnati , Ohio.

That office authorized the purchase of Dean products for various
Kentucky stores- '"" Further , Dean invoiced the Cincinnati office
for goods delivered to Albers ' individual Louisvi1e stores. m Thus
the offer to sell at a particular price , the acceptance of that offer

and invoicing pursuant to the agreement occurred in commerce.

This is true whether Dean Kentucky is considered to be a separate

corporate entity or merely an operational arm of Dean Ilinois.
Accordingly, applying the theory of
Shreveport Macaroni Mfg. Co-

v.

commerce enunciated in

Federal Trade Commission , supra,

we conclude that the purchases by Albers Colonial for its Kentucky
stores are in commerce as required by the statute , even though

the movement of the products from Dean s
Louisvi1e to Albers '

processing plant in

individual stores in Kentucky was confined

to one state.
The above findings that some

of the purchases by customers

located in the Kentucky portion of the Falls Cities market are in
commerce aTe necessary to establish the

Commission s jurisdiction

over that part of the case concerned with injury to competition at

the secondary or buyer level of competition in the Kentucky portion
of the Falls Cities market , since there is no evidence that customers
located in that portion of the market competed with Indiana customers. However , such findings are not necessary to establish jurisdiction over that part of the charge alleging injury to

competi-

tion at the primary or seller level of competition in this market.
The facts indicate that respondents and some of their competitors
sold their products in both the Kentucky and Indiana portions of
the Falls Cities market and that respondents made their quantity

discounts available to customers in both states on the same terms.
Newspaper advertisements of Dean products placed by chain stores
applied to individual stores in both the Kentucky and Indiana por-

tions of the market.''' Thus , the Falls Cities market is an interstate
section
transported
from
Kenof the Falls Cities market were physically

market. Products purchased by customers in the Indiana

"" ex 11 , 610.

m See ex 54. 55.
If" ex 9 B- Z; tr.
""CX 745

165.69.

